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All the news that's fit to print

12 l'ages--72 Columns

cV EEKL
HOPKINSVILLE,.CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, AUGUST 30, ACT

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

is visiting Miss Willie Ellison.
Miss Fannie Easton entertained a
small crowd Tuesday night in honor
of Miss Esther Easton. Music and
laughter made the evening quite a
pleasant one:
OF YOUNG HOPKINSVILLE MAN
NEXT
ON
Y
GOUILIT
AN
CHRISTI
OF
Miss Lizzie Smithson, of HopkinsWHO HAD TYPHOID FEVER.
vide, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
MONDAY.
Crenshaw.
Miss Evie Bagby, of Lafayette, is
visiting Miss Pearl Bagby.
Remains Will Be Brought Here—Mrs.
Deputies Have Been Appointed in the
n
Cerulea
at
is
Nuckols
Jake
Mrs.
Fannie Spurlin a Victim of
,Five Districts Py Assessor HelsSprings.
Consumption..
ley—Some Special Matters.
Our school will begin Monday,
with Miss Mary Atkins as teacher.
The children are glad that vacation
IRISH ROSIE."
will soon close.
(From Thursday's Daily)
Assessor H. C. Helsley is making
Miles Nelson, a young Hopkinshis arrangements for the taking of
vine man, died yesterday in St.
the assessment of property in the
Louis of typhoid fever, after an illcounty for the 19118 taxes, aim the
ness of several weeks. He had gone
to St. Louis six weeks ago to accept
a situation and was doing well when
AGAINST YOUNG MAN IN CITY stricken with the disease. His condition had been critical for ten days
LOCK-UP.
More his death. The deceased was
a son of MrS. Sallie Nelson. who resides on Twenty-first street. The remains will be brought to HopkinsWarrant Sworn Out By Liverymen
villa for interment and the body will
be laid to rest in Riverside cemetery.
Also Alleged That He Uttered

DEATH IN ST. LOUIS

BEGIN 1\33ES5MENT

SEVERAL CHARGES

Result of Examination.
At the annual examination of I
White applicants to teach in th
county sohools, the last examination .91111
for the year, certificates were issued
as follows: 1 first-class, 8 secondclass, and 2 third-class. There were
eight applicants and two failed. The
examination of colored applicants
resulted as follows: First-class none
second- class, 2; third-class, 1. Of
ten colored applicants seven failed.

401.".44.0"

Jim Mason, twenty-three years of
age, is in the city lock-up on a multiplicity of charges, one of which is
for violating a livery contract and
the others for forging checks on
which he secured the cash.
The warrant on which lie was arwas ;worn out by Gee &
rested
H. C. HELSLEY.
Southall, from whom he hired a
mornMonday
next
begin
work will
buggy and horse. It is claimed that
has
Helsley
ing, Sept. 2. Assessor
he was to return the rig Tuesday at
to
deputies
g
eared the followin
noon by instead he still had it when
take the assessment in the five dis- arrested yesterday afternoon and
tricts of the county:
was then going in the direction of
m.
Meacha
M.
1—R.
No.
District
Pembroke. He was arrested by PolEverett.
E.
District No. 2—S.
icemen Claxton and Broderick and
• brought back here and locked up.
W. Wilkins.
• District No.
District No. 4—R. A. Cook.
It is also charged that Mason forg' Di.trict No. 6—P. P. Oladdish.
ed several checks with the name of
takbeing
is
eat
aseesatu
the
While
'Lindsay Mason, an uncle, and on
for
made
be
will
en arrangements
neaey all of these he was successful
keeping open the assessor's office Mr in getting the money.. One of these
the accommodation of those who de- checks was for five dollars and lie
sire to confer with him upon any got $4 in money on .it from L. L.
question.
Elgin. At the , Singer Sewing
public
the
which
feature
One
Machine office he presented another
should espechilly remember is that $5 check stating that he wanted to
ay notes, niiirigages, liens, etc., pay $1 on a machine. Here also he
which have not been actually re- is sadd to have gotten $4 in money.
leased by September 1 will be sub- At Frankel's store he claimed that
ject to assessinenti and payment of he lad bought a pair of shoes and
taxes for the ensuing ,year. Special wanted to pay $1 on them and again
attention will be paid to this matter he tendered $5 check and got his $4
by the assessors and those who hold bal.t.nce. ft isfeported that he also
notes and such papers and who con- made other attemps to secure money
template releasing them in the near In this Manner. In giving all of the
future had better do so before next checks he claimed that he could not
Monday or they will have to pay the sign ,the name arid made his Imark.
tax on them ju-st rile same as if carSince the arrest the sto y has
ried through the y.-ar.
been told to the police that the
-44111• IF•
young man had once been confined
BELL STATION ITEMS.
in the asylum'but lie denies this.
He is still being held in the city
Bro. Baker will till his regular aplockup.
pointment Suifday afternoon at the

Something

NEW

PLEASE NOTICE.

The like was never known.
A chilled cone bearing self
oiling disc drill. Guarante=
ed for five years against
wear or breakage found only
on

The NEW ERA has several
signed communications which we
cannot publish unless the names of
the writers are known to us. It is
not necessary that the articles be
signed when printed, but as evidence of good faith, they must be
known to the editor.

BEVY OF BEAUTIES
WILL BE AN ATTRACTIVE FEATORE OF FAIR.

THE NEW KENTUCKY

Forged Checks.
Mr. Fannie Spurlin died Tuesday
night at her home on Jesup avenue.
Consumption was the cause of death
and She had hero very ill for some
time. Mrs. Snarlin was forty-five
years of age and leaves three children, one daughter and two sons.
One of her sons is the Key, L. Spmlin. She was t he widow of the late
Alfred Spurlin. Mrs. Spurlin was s
coneecrrted Christian lady. The remains were interred at the family
burying ground in Trigg county.
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Management Offers $100 in Gold For
the Ten Prettiest Girls—Entries

Has the only postive force
feed for any quantity.

Are Numerous.

•

Entries for the Beauty Contest at 5rIP
the Guthrie fair on Thursday, Sept.
5th, are ccming with a rush, and the
competition for the $100 in gold, ofSEE THIS DRILL AND GET
fered as a preium to the winner by
the Kentucky-Tennessee fair assoPRICES BEFORE YOU BUY.
ciation, will be warm. The management has very wisely decided to
sidestep the consequences of settling
,on Itny one particular lady as the
most beautiful and the golden dollar will go to the prettiest group of
AW`taricg
ten,,- entered .• by a sponsor. So
many groups' have already entered
in the contest that the bevy of
beauties at Guthrie On •September 5
John B. Chilton. Democrat, abd will be hard to duplicate anywhere
a.•
J. Ke,..ttAtur_ling4 Republican, have elaw-in Kentucky or Tennessee on
been named as election commission- I that day. Secretary R. . Lester is
ers for Christian county. The third making special efforts to provide for
mcmber of the board is Sheriff Dav- the fair contestants while at the
(Incorporated)
id Smith. Republican commission- fairgrounds, and he has requested
ers were named by the state board that all entries be in by Sept. 2.
214-216 S. Main.
at Frankfort for all of the 119 counThe fair at Guthrie this year is
ties and Democrats for all but four- expected to be the best in the histeen. The remaining Democrats tory of the fairt at that place, and
will be appointed today.
the entries already made for the
Show rings insure the finest exhibiprovocation turned to anger.
tion of stock in this section for
The Hon. Ben Johnson, congressTo be succeeded in the presidency
years.
man from the Fourth district, will
--4•111444-41110.--411111.-by the vice president he had fosteropen the Democratic campaign at
ed was some wormwood to Mr. Fish.
Madisonville next Monday afterWhen, later, Harahan went over to
noon when he will address the votthe
Harriman crowd and disavowed
ers of the county at the courthim for master, the Fish rage knew
house.
TIMES ON
One Of the Conspicuous Features AND LANDS THREE
no bounds.
of Cole's Circus.
HARAHAN'S FACE.
Yesterday Mr. Fish attempted to
"As far as the first and second
' introduce a motion calling for an incongressional districts are concernvestigation of the Harriman
reThere is no circus complete unless
ed the Democratic party of Kengime. Harahan, on motion, quicktucky is in' excellent condition" the clown is one of the conspicuous
President Of the I. C. Called His Pre- ly declared the meeting adjourned.
said Ward Headley, a prominent figures. So numerous are these
The ex-president advanced on his
decessor a Liar.—An
Democratic lawyer of Princeton. funny fellows with the great Cole
successor: "You don't dare let this
"The:state ticket, headed by Judge Brothers' show that their departExciting Time.
resolution be read" he shouted angent.
Appointm
School
Normal
Hager will have easy sailing in my ment LAM been christened "the
rily.
Mr. Roderick Stimmerhill has
section of the state, as the person- clowns' college of comedy." This
And Harahan shouted back"Youbeen sick for the rust few days.
nel is one that pleases voters of ,all bunch of laugh-provokers is headed
're a liar."
There is no regular appointment political faiths.
by that king of droll mimics, Harry
Mrs. James Giles and son, EdStuyvesant Fish stands 6 feet 8 iny
Kentuck
Western
the
to
NEW YORK, Aug. 29.—There ches in
vacant
yet
who for nearly 20 years has
list.
sick
Clark,
the
ward, are on
his stockings. He advanced
the blues was a regular meeting of the direct- on Harahan
Normal, and in addition I can apaway
drive
to
more
done
growwith
who made a movement
There is said to be a steadily
Thomas Batts Is quite sick
point substitutes of of the regular
and cause .audiences to realize' that ors of the Illinois Central railroad as to thrust his right hand int) his
tDemocra
the
among
nt
sentime
fever.
ing
and
chills
appointees who will not enter i.chool
worth living than any other company at No. 11 Broadway yest- hip packet. Fish swung swiftly and
politicians of Chicago or at least a Life was
ic
girl
ing
or
boy
progress
Any
is
1908.
face paint and erday afternoon at the end of which landed three
before Jan.
Mr. Edgar Bagwell
times on Harahan's
on of them, in favor man who ever donned
proporti
certain
rework
be
the
soon
of
will
who has done most
uicely and ,NVO hope he
dot pantaloons. While the President. James T. Harahan call- head and face. Other directors Inpolka
Judson
General
ey
-Attorn
of ex
dent Stuyvesant Fish it
able to resume his duties as superin- quired ii. the common school
par- clowns with the sterling aggregation ed ex-Presi
terfered and Harahan
the
for
ti,
Cincinna
of
hurried
,
Harmon
branches may be given an appoints are remarkably' liar and Mr. Fish struck President away.
Brother
tendent of our Sunnay school.
Cole
of
next
cy
presiden
the
for
nominee
ty
in
ment as a substitute entitling them
funny, they are not at all foolish, Harahan three stunning blows
Miss Ellen Dames is at Dawson
year.
1908,
Jan.
until
Normal
,
the
face.
each
the
to attend
Will Practice Here.
and the pranks they play on
thit week.
Robert Goelet, Cornelius Vandertuition free and without an examinaother, the witty jokes they perpetuMisses Francis and Martha Batts tion. School opens Sept. 3.
Senator Joseph W. Bailey has ate are of the wholesome, healthy bilt and Chas. A. Peabody, fellow
Dr. H. C Beazley and wife, of
Tenn.
Hill,
scholCedar
are visit Mg at
Apply to me at once for free
spent most of the summer traveling kind and more spontaneous than directors in the corporation, sepaBowling
Grgen, have arrived in the
Fish
from one end of Texas to %the other. studied. One thing that this show rated the'combatants as Mr.
Miss Hazel Proctor is in Clarks- arship.
in
and
city
future Dr. Beazley will
W.E. GRAY, County Supt.
making political speeches and en- will not tolerate is anything sug- was about to deliver his fourth blow.
ville for a few days.
practice
his
profession here. 411e has
deavoring to make himself aright gestive. Mr. Downs has said that With blood streaming down his
offices
over
Kress' store on south
Mr. Henry Radford returned heal::
Harahan
,
t
Presiden
state.
his
of
ts
with the Democra
a clown who cermet be funny with- countenance,
Main
street.
Dr. Beazley comes
a
caught
to Pittsburg, after a weeks' stay
and
office
out being vulgar should never be al- rushed from the
highly
nded as an expert in
recomme
with friends and relatives.
Chicago.
A call has been Issued for the nat- lowed to enter a circus ring. In the train for
his
chosen
y of diseases of
Specialt
Mr. Fish, smiling genially and
Quite a crowd of young people ational convention of the united Chris- crowd of funrnakers to be seen with
eye,
ear,
the
nose
and throat and
tended the moonlight given by Miss Date Of Wilgus Trip To Jamestowe tan party to be held at Rock Island. this show are talking and singing without a scratch walked away
has
&heady.
an enviable
attained
ts
adheran
g
-shakin
.
hand
Herndon
his
with
Mattle Major, at
and the East.
Ill., May 1, next. Candidates for clowns, burlesquers, buffoons, pan•
on
in
distincti
that
line.
al
triumph
a
in
town
went up
president and vice president will be taloons and fly) agile clowns who and
Miss Verna Fumbanks has rein
feats
cab.
difficult
most
J. B. Mallon, agent I. C. R'y., has nominated and the party expects to perform the
Will Preach.
turned home, after a visit to her
Less than a year ago Mr. Fish was
Jake
Mrs.
and
d one of the best coaches to make an earnest campaign along mid air, on the ground and on horserequeste
Mr.
gmidparents,
Central
back. Almost every nation is repre- president of the Illinois
N'tick
run through from here to Louisville "golden rule" lines.
stepped
n
Harrima
Rev. Henry H. Sweets, of Louis
H.
E.
.
and
railroad
sented in their startling tricks
of the Wilgus tourist
Mrs. Sam Hall and children, of to take care
sucsimilar
of
.
ville,
record
Ky., will occupy the pulpit of
when the funniest fellow of every in with a past
at 11:20a. m., SepHerndon, are visiting Mrs; W. C. party that leaves
stole
Gov. Glenn of North Carolina has
ce,
confiden
Ninth Street Presbyterian ohm c h,
nation are assembled in one school of cesses to lend him
tember 4.
Giles.
proxdefinitely made up his mind td con-Fish
pro
the
of
most
next Sunday, morning and evening.
the
be
away
cannot
laughter
comical doing,
seat now held by Senator
of earoommar
the
for
on
test
re-electi
the
the
d
attended
prevente
Boxley
and
ies
Judith
Miss
suppressed.
Overman whose term expires March
knickermulti-millionaire
Butterfly carnival in Hopkinsville
The great Cole Brothers' show the
of
term
the
after
months
two
1909,
of .the
4,
cy
a
presiden
remain
the
will
to
She
y
bocker
Tuesday night.
will be at Hopkinsville Saturda
interAn
expires.
Glenn
r
Governo
returnbefore
few days in the city
7. On this day the performers road.
Far and away the happiest n.an in esting contest is already on for the Sept.
That provoked Mr. Fish some
ing home.
be
preceded by a kaleidoscopicwill
town today is Nick Stadelman. The governorship.
ed
EVE. EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
like street parade, which will leave vtkiugt, be having been in undisput
Mr. James Radfi rd, of Russell- stork has shown a particular fondthat time,
Office hours, 9 to 1g a. m., 2 to 5 p.
the show grounds promptly at 10 swesy:of the railroad up to
ville, is visiting Mrs. Will Rad- ness for his household by leaving
n
elected m. Office, Main St., over Kress'
Harrima
Mr.
en
but`).vrh
t
the
princillit
over
and
pass
o'clock
and
Nora
Fannie
Rogers
Misses
ford.
twin sons. Mr. ..tadelinan is busy
James T. Harahan in his place the Store, T-Torkinsvile, Ky.
are in St. Louis.
streets.
lation.
congratu
g
receivin
of
Guthrie,
Ingram,
Esther
Miss

We are age/nits for the celebrated Fish guano and Ox
brand iertilizers.

F. A. YOST CO.,
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FUNNY CLOWNS
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FISH SWINGS FIBJ

SEPTEMBER 4.
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"TWICE BLESSED"

DR. H. C. BEAZLEY,
Specialist.
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BOY AND GIRL BEAUTIFUL GIRLS
CURED OF SORES

DOCTORS

AUG. 30, 1907

AFFAIRS OF OLD T. C:

MISTAICES
six feet under
buried
be
to
Are said often
ground. But many times women call on
their family physicians, suffering, as they
imagine,one from dyspepsia,another from
heart disease, another from liver or kidney disease, another from nervous pros- M. Y BE IN LITIGATION FOR ANFROM HOPKINSVILLE TO VISIT tration, another with pain here and there,
and in this way they present alike to
OTHER YEAR.
GUTHRIE FAIR.
themselves and their easy-going or overwhich
for
diseases,
Which Broke out on Face and Body
busy doctor, separate
he, assuming them to be such, prescribes
Them
Did
—Medical Treatment
his pills and potions. In reality, they are
all only symptoms caused by some uterine
No Good—Mother Cured Both Her
disease. The p •sician,
Final Transfer of the Property Will
This City Should Easily Be Able to cause of suffering, eps u
Little Ones and Now The
until large bills are m de.
Probably Not Take Place
Land the Prize That Has
patient gets no bette
wrong treatment. but probably wors
Until 1908.
Seen Offered.
r m di n
u
.
the
tr.
cgaiss_w
irected
•
Frescri ion
disease therer
by • IIMZITiTig-all-those aStressing symptoms, and instituting comfort instead of
"My son's trouble was running sores
prolonged misery. It has been well said,
•^c'sels
Several big damage suits that have
and
face
his
on
which first appeared
is busily en- that "a disease known Is half cured."
Lester
R.
Secretary
all
then broke out
the
against
instituted
been
recently
a
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is
over his body. I gaged in putting the finishing scientific
medicine, carefully devised by Tennessee Central railroad have
had tried doctor touches on the arrangements for the an experienced
5and For Free Booklet on Horses.Cattle, Hoes &Poultry.
and skillful physician,
after doctor for
woman's delicate system. complicated matters to such an exto
adapted
and
magthe
at
held
be
to
fair,
Guthrie
but
three months
is made of native American medicinal tent that it is probable that the final
Address
none helped him. nificent grounds on September 5, 6 It
and is erfectl harmless • ts transfer of the properties to the I.
roots
Then I was adects in an
vised to try Cuti- and 7.
C. and southern systems will not be
premiums
liberal
ter
cura. My drugaddition
In
Invigorating tonic "Fa- in shape for consummation until
powerful
a
As
he
gist said that
horse, hogs, cattle, vorite Prescription" imparts strength to
could give me a and purses,for
whole system and to the organs dis- June 30, 1908, says the Nashville
salve that would farm products, including a number the
feminine in particular. For over- Banner.
tinctly
help him, but I despecial prizesffor tobacco the first worked, "worn-out," run-clown." debilimanded Cuticura of
Efforts have been made to clean
tated teachers, milliners, dressmakers,
Ointment and after day, a premium of POO in gold will seamstresses,
"shop-girls," house-keepers, up all the litigation in which the
using it for a while be paid to the lady bringing the .ten nursing mothers, and feeble women genI was surprised to
erally, Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription road is involved in time for the
see an improv- prittiest girls to the fair. The beauty is the greatest earthly boon, being un- transfer of the properties this year
ment. I treated contest will take place ht 2 o'clock equaled. as an appetizing cordial and reto the roads holding options and this
the sores with Cuticura Ointment on soft p.m. the first day, and Secretary storative tonic. "
bandages after washing with warm water
nervstrengthening
work had practically been accompAs a soothing and
and Cuticura Soap, and gave him the Lester has received notice from a hie "Favorite Prescription" is unequaled
lished
when a fresh batch of suits The Railroads Need You.
Telegraph Operators
alwas
he
In
weeks
two
Pills.
Cuticura
number of ladies who will compete and is invaluable in allaying and submost cured, and after the steady use of
afand
the
in
irritability,
came
and
litigation
excitability,
nervous
duing
Wanted. Good Wages are Paid and
Cuticura Remedies for two or three for the prize. It is understood that nervous exhaustion, nervous prostration,
•
months I can now say that I have one of one or more Hopkinsville ladies will neuralgia, hysteria, spasms, St. Vitus's fairs of the road will be in the courts
is
the
Work
Pleasant.
the finest boys in town, and I tell all my
year.
another
nervous
distressing,
other
and
dance,
in
neighbors that he owes his health to make an effort for the prize,
symptoms commonly attendant upon
Only a few months' time required to learn telegraphy:and the cost is
Claims for damages, damages for
Cuticura. Later my little daughter was which event the money will almost functional and organic disease of the
all covered with sores on her face and certainly come here. The ladies uterus. It induces refreshing sleep and alleged breach of contract, etc. have small. No other trade or profession can be learned in as short time and
body. I didn't waste much time or
relieves mental anxiety and despondency. been filed in the courts until the re- pays as good salary from the start. Our school is exclusively a telegraph
money with doctors, as I had done when should get up their parties now, Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets invigornte
my boy was sick, but used the Cuticura however, in oder that there may be the stomach, liver and bowels. One to cent litigation involves aproximate- school, we prepare our students thoroughly and place them in paying poRemedies on her, and now my little girl
ly twelve suits. During the short sitions. We guarantee positions and give them a contract to that effect
three a dose. Easy to take as candy.
is entirely cured. I send you her photo- no disappointments at the last
Write to us for full information.
years of its operation, the T. C. had
graph to show how she looks after we moment.
used Cuticura. I know of several
about as many actions for damages
Lot Drawing.
other cures which Cuticura Remedies
filed against it as probably any railhave effected, including that of our
road that was ever operated, but
domestic, Miss S—, whose face was
covered with mosquito bites which she
The distribution of the lots recent- these matters had been almost adKentucky.
scratched until they became a mass of
ly sold at Salubria .Springs took justed and the properties were pracsores and which she cured in no time with
toP
Cuticura Ointment. Our whole family Few People are Really as Well as They place Wednesday afternoon at the tically free from any such claims,
and
praise
thanks
joins in sending their
Horse Show grounds. The drawing when the events of the past few
for all that Cuticura Remedies have
Look.—Cause and Remedy.
was conducted in an absolutely fa r months have mapped out another
done for us. Mrs. Rose Floss, 1206
W. Madison St., Chicago, Ill., Nov. 3
and satisfactory manner. Cards years work for the attorneys, the
and Dec. 3, 1906, and Jan. 24, 1907."
Many people in Hopleinsville, both bearing the name of the purchasers claim and auditin& departments,
Complete External and Internal Treatment for
Every Humor of Infants, Children, and Adults
men and women who believe them- were placed in one wheel and cards and it now begins to look like the
consists of Cuticles, Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Clitteura Ointment (50c,) to Heal the Skin, and
selves to be in perfect health are of- bearing the section and numbers of road will not be in shape for transfer
Volta Resolvent (50o.), (In the form of Chocolate
rti
p
ted Pills 25c. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood. ten in the greatest danger.
lots in another. Two little girls, until June 30, 1908.
throughout the world. Potter Drug dr Chem.
We are now ready to receive shipments
p, Sole Props. Boston, Mass.
Indigestion, which is so common a Misses Frances and Mary Clayton
This postponement of the time
ae-idalled Free, Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases.
trouble, is the principal cause of the Butler, drew the cards, which were for another year is said to mean
DOGWOOD, PERSIMMON, HICKORY.
was
seal
The
envelopes.
sealed
in
poor
general
the
of
share
greater
very little to the operating companTimber taken up on railroad in quantities to justify. Write
Begins a Meeting.
health. It has misleading symptoms broken and the name drawn from ies as the road will be operated as
us for contracts, stating amount you can furnish. .•. •.•
that seem to have no reference to the wheel got the lot drawn shnul- heretofore, under the option of the
the stomach, such as headache, taneously from the other wheel. I. C. and Southern lines, although
THE ANCHOR BLOCK MILLS CO.,
Clarks.ille, Tenn.
Says the Henderson Gleaner:
The drawing attracted quite .a the additional litigation will no
the
before
specks
sleeplessness,
RobT.
On Monday night Rev. T.
eyes, pains in the back and sides, crowd.
doubt cause the salary expense acerts, of Hopkinsville, will begin a
The remainder of the Salubria count and the cost of •operation to
etc.
series of meetings at the Christian
The success of physicians every- lots, besides those distributed to show an increase before the books
church:which it is hoped will result
where with the prescription that is purchasers, have been sold to the are finally closed.
in much good to the congregation.
Co.,
now embodied in Mi-o-na stomach National Realty Imt.rovement
Mr. Roberts has a reputation of
of Jacksonville, Fla. Pembroke
tablets has made this remedy in the Journal.
being a pleasant and forceful speaklast few years the acknowledged
-er, and no doubt all who hear him
for the treatment of stomspecific
Flow of Gas Struck.
will be well repaid for going.
ach diseases. The secret of this
Christiitn Circuit Court, ley
You can buy one on easy terms.
success lies in the fact that Mi.o-na
Admr.)
Dalton's
M.
H.
Injured at Nortonsille.
report.
is
excitement
Considerable
•
equity
strengthen
against
is prepared expressly to
We are selling good farming land in tracts from 26
•
the digestive organs and its use for a ed at Crofton over a fine flow of nat- Cora B. Dalton et al )
up, and at prices from $6.00 per acre up. Located
acres
40
ural gas which was struck at depth
order
and
judgment
whole
digestive
a
the
of
puts
virtue
days
few
By
convenient to both railroad and river transpoilation.
While walking on the I. C. R. R.,
of abeut 50 feet by a party of I land- of sate of the Christian circuit court,•
care
that
can
it
shape
such
in
system
train at Nortenville Sunday mornPlenty of good water. Schools and churches convenient.
who were at work digging a well up- rendered at the June term there-•
ing Mau Strader, a young man of for all the food that is eaten without
Taxes low.
on the farm of Mary Kelly, two of,1906,in the above cause,I shall pro-•
St. Charles, was struck by a fast pain or distress.
O
We shall be pleased to furnish full information if you
Sin ply take 'a Mi-o-na stomaa miles south of that place. The gas ceed to offer for sale, at court house
train and hurled a distance of about
will write us, describing what you desire to purchase,
ignited readily when a light was ap- door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to the•
100 feet. He was picked up by tablet before each meal and before
and we shall also take pleasure in showing you over the
plied to it and burned up in a brilli- highest and 'best bidder, at public•
Marshal Blanks and others and was retiring anl it will so strengthen the
•
free of charge, if you will come and make a perland,
out
smothered
until
column
ant
auction, on Monday the 2nd day of
thought to be dead for some time, stomach you can enjoy a hearty
•
inspection of our property.
sonal
to
with planks. No effort was made
Sept.1907, between the hours of 11 a.
but he rec3vered and while not seri- meal without the least fear of dis410
go further down in search of water m. and 1 p. in., (being county court
ously injured was considerably tress or suffering.
Cumberland River Land Co.
•
L. L. Elgin gives an absolute, un- but ;it is reported that a company day,) upon a credit of six months the
bruised.
Bear Spring, Stewart County, Tennessee.
qualified guarantee that your mon- will be formed in Crofton to develop followingdescribed property, to-wit:
gas.
of
flvw
ey will be refunded unless Mi-o-na the
Being certain lots in and near the 0•1110•05550••555••••11•111•••••••••
TO KILL ALL METHODISTS.
cures. He takes the whole risk and
city of Hopkinsville, Ky., as folIncubators and.Brooders.
the remedy will not cost you a penlows:
RVSSELLVILLE, Ky., A ug. 23. ny unless it cures you.
••••••••C••••••••••••••••••••••
Bradley machines stands the
The
1st. Four lots in Bell's southside
•
•
—Randall Gillum, a negro, twenty
test, hatches all fertile eggs, and addition to the city of Hopkinsville,
•
by
insane
adjudged
was
old,
••
years
raises strong healthy chi,cks. See a plat of which addition is of record
SUPERINTENDENT RESIGNS.
the court today and consigned to the
their local agent C. L. DANIEL at in deed book 112 at page 88 and be•
•
Hopkinsville asylum.
his poultry yards. South Virginia ing lots Nos. 5. 6, 45 and 46.
•
CADIZ, Ky., Aug. 23.—Prof. B.
Being a Baptist in his religious
wtf
•
street. Cumb.'Phone 718.
2nd. Eight lots near the city limconvic ions, Gillum was under the E. Thom, who has been county
•
its of Hopkinsville in Bradshaw's
impression that all Methodists ought school superintendent here for the
addition to said city, a plat of which
•
to be killed, and- at noon today he last eighteen months to fill the unaddition is of record in deed book 93
startei out, with a large revolver, I expired term of the late Alfred Cunat page 227, and being lots Nos. 48,
to fulfill his mission of Methodist ningham, has resigned this position
Christian/Circuit Court, Ky. 49, 50 61, 62, 53. 54 and 66.
extermination. Nobody was hurt to accept the principalship of the
•
3d. Also eight lots In said BradT. J. Tate St Others )
•.
M•
school at Nortonville. County Judge
before he was captured.
Against
Equity
shaws addition to the city of HopBingham at once appointed Prof.
Lawson C. Majors )
kinsville, and being lots Nos. 33, 34,
Levi Cunningham to fill the vacancy
Sit E FOR ENCAMPMENT.
By virtue of a judgment and order 36, 36, 37, 38, 39 and 40.
made by Prof. Thom's resignation.
of sale of the Christian circuit court,
4th. An undivided one-sixth inProf. Cunningham is the present
thereterm
at
Feb.
the
rendered
terest in a house and lot situated on A
HARRODSBURG, Ky., Aug. 23.
nominee for superintendent of the
of, 1907, in the above cause, I shall the south side of Seventh street in X
—Military officers of the state may
county and will probably be elected
proceed to offer for sale, at the court- the city of Hopkinsville, Ky., and V
ask the next general assembly to this fall without
opposition.
house door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to the whole of which is bounded as 11
purchase the old battlefield at Perryfollows: Beginning at a stake on 0
the highest and best bidder, at pub- south side of Seventh street, thence &
ville and conveet the grounds into
Sent to Jail.
lic auction, on Monday, the 2th day with east edge of an alley S. 23, W. X
a permanent location fosethe annual
of September 1907, between the hours 207 feet more or less, to a stake in V
encampments of tho Kentucky state
of 11 a. m.,and 1 p. in.,(being county range with north line of Catholic
Col. E. W. Lillard, of
guard.'.
(From Friday's Daily)
church lot; thence S. 66, E. 55 feet 0
court day), upon a credit of six to a stake; thence N. 23, E. 207 feet a
Danville, is heading the movement,
three
who
negro
women,
are
The
and is receiving much encourgement charged with robbing Robert Mason, months the following described more 02 less to a stake at the south X
,
edge of said Seventh street N. 66 W. 1
property, to-wit:
In the project.
of Gracey, of $311, were arraigned in
A lot or parcel of ground situated 65 feet to the beginning.
county court yesterday and remandin the town ef Pembroke, Cnristian For the purchase price, the pur.AL ES 116 C3Ort.I.A..
to-jail in default of $500 bond,
ed
Have
Bona
You
Always
Kind
The
county. Kentucky, and bounded as chaser must execute bond with apSears
each,to await the action of the grOd
proved surety or sureties, bearing 0
Signature
follows:
interest from the day of sale A
legal
jury.
• of
Beginning at a stone, corner to Ed until paid ani having the force and X
Anglin's, fronting 56 feet on Spring effect of a Replevin bond. Bidders 111
Killed by Lightning
CORNER EIGHTH AND ,CLAY STREETS.
Barred Plymouth Rocks Exclusively. street, to corner of lot of Peter will be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
Major in Garrott's addition to the
Home Phone 1097; Cumb. 165-2. Residence, Cumb. 498.
DOUGLAS BELL,
of Pembroke, Kentucky;
town
(From Fri'day's Daily)
Show birds and layers. Give me
Master Commissioner.
thence N. 198 feet to a corner of lot
• Lightning struck a 700 pound steer a trial and be convinced.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
addition; thence W.66
on the farm of R. S. Lindsay, near
DANIEL SUBURBAN POUL- No. 6 in said
tall
OR
STOLEN—A
STRAYED
feet to Beaumont's factory lot;
Herndon, Wednesday,and instantly TRY YARDS, Hopkinsville, y.
roan cow, with crooked
raw-boned
thence S. 198 feet to the beginning.
killed the animal.
Cumb.'Phone 718.
if returned to
Reward
horns.
For the purchase price the purchfip
BREATHITT HENDERSON.
aser must execute bond with approvSTRAYED—Or Stolen July 22cfpne ed surety or suretles„ bearing legal
Carl, Ky.
w2t
Collie bitch, 13 months o/d.; color interest from the day of sale until
J. T. ERWIN, A. B., A. M., PRINCIPAL, ELKTON, KY.
INIV
mottey blue and white eyes,blue and. mid and having the'force and effect
Prepares boys.for best Colleges B nd Universities. Location high and
dr a Replevin Bondi Bidders will be FOR SALE CHEAP-260 feet of althful.
now on at Draughon's Practical Business Col gray, form slender. Name Trexy prepared to complr promptly with
Large campus; equipment best in the South; strong faculty;
leges, Evansville and Paducah. POSITIONS
iron fence with two or -three gates. good town; no saloons in county. Athletics encouraged. Send for catawill give $15.00 for her return to
these terms.
ii.cured or money back. May,if prefer, take
college
enter
and
FREE
MAIL
logue giving in detail what this excellent school offers your boy.
qsons BY
Apply immediately to
GEO. MINIMS,
DOUOLAS
BELL,
Write
etc.
board,
of
cost
save
and
r
OPENS SEPTEMBER 3rd, 1907.
DR. C. B. PETRIE.
,talogue and "Summer Dlocounteard."
d2twit
Trenton, Ky.
w4t.
Master Commissioner
P. Z. College Co. (hweeporataa).

For Emergencies at Home
For the Stock on the Farm

Sloavs Lirtimeat

WHOLE FAMILY JOINS
IN PRAISE OF CUTICURA

Is a whole medicine chest
Price 25c 50c Es $ 1.00

Dr. Earl 5. Sloan, Boston, Mass.
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Young Man!

y
Telegraph
Kentucky Schoolof

THE MASK OF HEALTH.
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Mill Supplies

Everything Guaranteed.
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FINES OF NO AVAIL

(From Saturday's Daily)
Mrs. W. M. Shaw and son are at
Dawson for ten days.

INADEQUATE PUNISHMENT FOR
ALL OTHER STATES IN CULTURE
Nelson Wade and wife spent TuesILLEGAL COMBINATIONS.
day with friends in Hopkinsville....
OF TOBACCO.
Walter Shaw, of Hopkinsville, was
one of the visitors to this city this
week ...Mrs. S. J. Arnold and child,
visited relatives in Term in the Penitentiary for Head of
Interesting Data Concerning Agricul- of Hopkinsville,
this section last week • Ben H.
Trust Would Make For Gentural Products uf State of
Carroll, of Hopkinsville, is spenduine Reform.
ing the week with relatives in this
Kentucky.
section... Mr. Ben H. Carroll, of
Hopkinsville, and his sister, Mrs.
C. W. Smith, visited their aunt,
Fining a trust or corporation, even
Mrs. Nancey Wilkins, near Elkton
has
ent
departm
ural
agricult
'The
a comparatively large sum has provthis week.—Fairview Review.
just published a mass of statistical
en quite inadequate a punishment
Mrs. M. D. Boales has roturned to prevent the repetition of their iland other information regarding
agricultural matters in Kentucky from Cerulean.
legal doings, and in the end the cusand other states of the Union and
Miss Adelia Clifton,of Clarksville, tomers of the corporations which is
throughout the world. Most of the after a visit in the city, left today really everyone, have o pay the
data relates to crops, etc., in 1906, for Oklahoma City where she has a fines by their increased prices for
but some of it is of more recent date. position as teacher in the public their products, so the national legisIt is shown that Kentucky leads schools.
lation has proven to be a barren
in tobacco, having twide the acreage
so far as the people are conideality
Mrs. Nat Gaither and daughter, cerned.
in that crop, and several times as
morning for Maylarge a. crop as North Catolina, her Rebecca, left this
In a recent address by President
relatives in ti.e
to
visit
Kena
after
The
field
has.
tor,
competi
nearest
Woodrow Wilson of Princeton unitucky acreage in tobacco in 1906 city.
versity, he called attention to the
of
twas 290,009, and the average yield
Mrs. H. C. Locker and children lack of enforcement of the criminal
The
pounds.
Diamond
from
tobacco per acre was 870
have returned
The total production was 252,300,000 Springs.
pounds, which brought an average
Miss Mary Bassett of Leitchfield,
farm price on December 1 last of 7.7
visited relatives in the the city yescents, and an aggregate farm value
terday en route to Cerulean Springs.
on the same date of $19,427,100. This
Mrs. Georgia Ryan, of Memphis,
was more than twice as much as the
was
Tenn., is in the city visiting relavalue of Ohio tobacco, which
tives and friends.
$8,500,000.
ky
Kentuc
in
acres
Over 3,000,000
De Witt's Little Early Risers
was sown in corn last year and over
the
of
bushels
don't sicken or gripe. Small Pill,
a hundred million
easy to take. Sold by R. C. Hardland,
grain were produced on that
wick.
the average yield per acre being 33
Mrs. Ernest Arnold left this morbushels. The state crop had a value
1907,
1,
March
On
ning for Owensboro after a visit to
of $44,283,698.
1906
the
of
Mrs. R. C. Hardwick.
about 47,500,000 bushels
corn crop was still in the hands of
the farmers, the exact per centage
Endorsed by the County.
being 45. Over 12,500,000 bushels had
"The most popular remedy in Otbeen shipped from the counties sego county, and the best friend of
where grown. The average value my family," writes Wm. S. Dietz,
WOODROW WILSON.
per acre of the Kentucky corn crop editor and publisher of the Otsego ;
s when
on Dec. 1 last year was $13.86, the Journal, Gilbertsville, N. Y., "is law against the law breaker
man
ible
average farm price per bushel on Dr. King's New Diseevery: It has he declared: "One respons
for
cure
le,
proved to be an infallib
in jail, one real originator of the
that date being 42e.
short
making
colds,
and
coughs
are
The total production of wheat in work of the worse of them. We al- schemes and transactions which
legal
interest
98
public
11,542,5
the
to
y
was
contrar
Kentucky last year
ways keep a bottle of it in the house.
bushels, which was raised on 818.624 I believe it, to be the most valuable ly lodged in the penitentiary, would
for lung and be worth more than a thousand coracres of land and was worth nearly drescription known
eed to neGuacant
."
disases
throat
$8,500,000. All of this was winter v3r disappoint the taker, by Cook & poratioris tnulcted in fines, if the re. 50c form is to be genuine and permanwheat, of which the average yield Higgins and Cook's Pharmacy.
average
ent."
free.
and $1. Trial bottle
per acre was $10.29 and the
Mr. Wilson is An old fashioned
was
farm price on December 1, 1907,
Mr. A. 0. Locke, of Hopkinsville, Democrat which accounts for his de73c.
Other Kentucky crops made a good is in Louisville at the bedside of his sire to see the law enforced imparti
the
shlwing last year, as will be seen wife, who is critically ill at St. An- ally and not the continuation of
the
which
justice
upon
y
y
she
travest
recentl
thony's hospital, where
rrom the following figures:
Value
Production
underwent a serious operation. Mr. president of the United States seems
4,430,354 $1,683,535 Locke is a well-known traveling think that is all that is necessary to
Oats. bu
9,624
17,498
bu
Barley,
salesman.- Louisville Courier-Jour- make the people believe they are ue113,682
162,260
Rye, bu
nal.
ing protected and to allow him to
2,848,362 1,737,492
Potatoes, bu
0
7.999,33
boast that everyone is getting a
603,72,3
Hay, tons
Those who have stomach trouble, square deal.
no matter how slight, should give
If Rockefeller and Rogers, the
In the matter of horses, that pro- every possible help to the digestive
of
duct in which Kentucky excels, the organs, so that the food may be the standard oil magnates, and Baer
This
effort.
the coal trust, and Frick f the steel
Bluegrass State, on the surface, ap- digested with the least
may be done by taking something trust and Haverneyer, the sugar
states
other
some
pears to be behind
that contains natural digestive proof the
but it may be taken for granted that perties—something like Kodol For king and Armour and Swift
tobacco
the
of
Duke
what she losses in quantity she more Indigestion and Dyspepsia. Kodol beef trust and
s
of vegetable acids
than makes up in quality. The total is a preparation very same juices trust, not to mention the hundred
the
s
contain
and
number of horses in Kentucky on found in a healthy stomach. It di- of others, were in stripes for a term
illegal
January 1, :1907, according to the gests what you eat. Sold by R. C. commensurate with their
does
people,
ptittient
offs
ring
!plunde
agricultural department, was 387,327 Hardwick.
and
others
they
believe
e
!anyon
which was priced at $97 per head, on
farms
would continue to extort their presng
produci
farm
best
the
total
of
a
One
had
and
,
average
the
illevalue of $37,679,162. Of mules, we in Christian county. An average of ent high prices or maintain an
had 198,850 at the beginning of this 1,400 pounds of tobacco and 25 bu. gal monopoly with the constant fear
year, which were valued at $109 each wheat per acre made on this farm of further like punishment?
Then if the tariff was revised to a
last yeal% Lies 334 miles from Hopor $21,628,928 in all.
Kentucky farmers also show a kinsville on pike. Cheap at the revenue basis, so that other compej tition would compel reasonable
large number of cattle. These in- price. Apply to
WOOD & WOOD, : prices, there would not be such excluded on January 1 last, 40'2,000
Real estate Agents. traordinary prosperity of the trusts,
or
much cows, worth $28 a piece,
but their would be more joyous faces
$1,256,000 in the aggregate; 736,250
for Catarrh, just to prove and thrift amongst the people genFree,
other cattle valued at $18 each, or
merit, a Trial size Box of Dr. Shoop's erally.
$12,972,716 altogether, and 1,060,000
Catarrh Remedy. Let me send it
sheep of an average value of $4.22 now. It is a snow-white, creamy,
Don't Be Blue
each and a total value of$1,478,600.
healing, antiseptic balm. Containt
Oil
Eucalip
as
ents
ingredi
such
ing
The total number of sheep given
and lose all interest when help is
, Menthol, etc., it gives within reach. Herbine will make
above differs greatly from the num- us, Thyrnol
instant and lasting relief to Catarrh
ber in Kentucky producing wool, as of the nose and throat. Make the that liver perform its duty properly.
J. B. Vaughn, Elba, Ala., writes:
estimited by the National Associa- free test and see for yourself what "Being a constant sufferer from contion of Wool Manufacturers. This this preparation can and will ac- stipation and a disordered liver, I
Address Dr. Shoop, have found Herbine to be the best
latter was on April 1, 1906, 575,000. complish.
Racine, Wis. Large jars 50 cents. medicine for these troubles on the
The average weight of wool per Sold by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.,
market. 1 have used it constantly.
fleece, according to the same author- Indorporated.
I believe it to be the best medicine
ity, was 4.75 pounds. The percentage
of its kind, and I wish all sufferers
elt
wool
proky
Kentuc
from these troubles to know the
of shrinkage in
Kind
Yon
Have
8ligt1
the
Always
good Herbine has done me." Sold
44.1.rv
the
total
duct last year was 38. The
by L. A. Johnson.
iiapature
amount of washed and unwashed
4
was 2,731,250 pounds, while the
Those desiring life insurance will
amount of wool secured was 1,693,find it to their interest to investigate
MEACHAM CONSTRUCTION CO.
875 pounds.
the plans and record of the Mutual
Incorporated.
Kentuckians owned 1,213,000 hogs
Life Insurance company of
Benefit
General Contractors and Civ it En Newark, N. J. No Stockholders.
last years, the average farm price of
gineers. Concrete foundations
hic't o i Jtii kry 1. 19)7, WAi $3 floors and pavements. All clIssee All profits divided among policy
holders. It is conspicuous for econoand their total farm value $7,280,000. of engineering, including city and mical management, liberallty of it:
bushel
per
weiglits
A table of legal
farm surveying. Second he yet iron policy contract, fair dealings with
of various products in the several fences, curbing and pavemeet buck its members and large annual divistates is published. This shows what, for sale. R. E. Cooper, Prest.; G. dends to reduce cost of your insurthe Kentucky standard is as follows, H. Champlin, Secy & Trea i.; Rod- ance.
In pounds: Flaxseed or linseed, 56; man Y. Meacham, V. P & Ger.
H. D. WAII.LACE, Agt.
ly
plastering hair, 8; hempseed, 44; Mgr.; Gus Moore, Jr., 1o,3a1 engiHungarian grass seed, 50; millett, neer. 311 S. Main St., Hor icins
• 50; oats, 32; onions, 57; onion sets, Kentucky.
"We never repent of eating too
36; orchard grass seed, 14; dried
was one of the ten rules of
little,"
.a.
Erp.ayfro
ay
).
11yral.ayr
60;
,
41.,Irlh.4
potatoes
60;
,
%11..YE")
peaches, 39: peas,
Thomas
Jefferson, president
of
life
sweet potatoes, 56; rye, 56; timothy
States, and the rule
United
the
of
60.
wheat,
seed, 45; turnips. 60;
applies to every one without excepDr. Edwards, Specialist,
tion during this hot weather,because
and
Nose
Ea4r,
Eye,
is hard for food, even in small
it
consistfarm,
FOR SALE—Fine
es, to be dismted when the
quantiti
of
free
made
Test
Throat.
ing of 233 acres, lying adjacent to
blood is at high temperture. At this
Clarksville pike. New fencing, new
charge for glasses. Phoeseason we should eat sparingly and
ments.
improVe
properly, We should also help the
other
and
barns
nix Bldg., Main:St., Hoph as much as possible by the
stomac
ideal
make
Would
.
Well watered
kinsville, Ky.
of a little Kodol For Indigestion
use
stock farm. Apply to
and Dyspepsia, which will rest the
WOOD & WOOD,
stomach by digesting the food itself.
Real Estate Agent s
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
.ddWU
-• _
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THE MODERN "PITTSBURGH PERFECT",
WIRE FENCE,WELDED BY ELECTRICITY.
What a Marvel it
would have.
been to
Abraham Lincoln,
splitter of
rails.

Mr. Farmer: Your progressiveness is keeping you in close touch
with improvements in farm machinery, in dairy methods, and with all
the scientific facts that bring about the greatest possible agricultLral
•
production.
You are also informing yourself about fence. We know you are.
'First—there was the stone fence of medieval history.
Second—pioneer America converted its timber into rails.
Third—somebody found a way to weave wire and slats.
Fourtb—along came barb wire, with its marvelous sale.
L Fifth—machines were invented to twist or clamp one wire around
another: the woven wire fence.

But, most important of all, electricity now welds the
wires at the joint, making no longer necessary these wraps
a
and clamps. Stay and strand, wizard-like, become one.
The greatest step forward in fence building is thus accomplished at
a single, master stroke.
A •Opia
not
using
else.
Surely
anything
you
are
you
are
familiarOf course,
izing yourself with this remarkable improvement, to be found only in
"• Pittsburgh Perfect."

Sale By

Fort'

DR..CARLSTEI

this greatest of all constitutio
Trial size, 25c.'Address,
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John Riha, a promioent dealer of ,
Vining, Ia., says: 1 nave been sell i
ing DeWitt's Kidney and
UKY
give '
BladderB
Pills for abont a year and they
better satisfaction ti,au any pill I
ever sold. There are a Ouzel) people'
here who have nsed ihein and they
give perfect sati:43,!tion in every
case. I have tii tiirin myself with AND PUT
fin.? rese:ts." Sold by H. C. Hardwick.

TRH IS TALKING

BIFFERENGES
PAR IV'S

WELFARE

Democrats, In View of National Election, Should Heartily Support

leaflet explaining how to get them
will be found in every package of

WARNER F. WEST A VICTIM OF
TYPHOID FEVER

Jellar0

isizZlitteW a a,
.416-4..in

THE DAINTY DESSERT
(Approved by Puro Food Commissioners.)
A 10t... padlage

Stop to Think What a Wonderful
Thing the Grapophone is.

of Jell-O makes
enough desseit. for
a.large family.
Sold IT an grocers.
/castrated Redpe

the State Ticket.
WiLUNC.i TO RETURN FOR TRIAL
"IF""BUT" ETC.

Meek Free.

The Lexinkton Gazette, a DemoThe Genesee Pure Food Co Le Rey. N.Y.
cratic newspaper of strong convictVisitour booth at Jame,towliEN position.
INDIANAPOLIS, Aug. 24.- Win. ions under the heading,' Importance
S. Taylor, former governor of Ken- of Democratic Victory," has the
tucky, wnose extradition has been following which should be read by
to justify the: sacrifice of the party
sought by the authorities of that every voter of the party:
state since the assassination of Gov.
Democrats all over the country n the nation
Every state's first duty is to itself
night
last
Goebel seven years ago,
are hopeful of victory in the presidgretit
gave out a signed statement, which ential election of, next year. The and if Kentucky were it ally
this
victoryDemocratic
if
.
he says is the first public statement!people are turning to Democratic peril,
111071Hve
serious
any
he has made since leas, the- his native principals as the only solution to year involved
welfare, no patriwie
state.
the problems that chnfront the to the states
He first dissects the promise of Em- country, as offering the rethedies for man would vote his ticket at the
the
niunity said to have been offered i the abuses and evils of our political expense of his own stale for
victonational
Democratic
a
sake
of
him recently should he testify in and economic aff
welters, ot Kenthe Caleb powers ease and then
In this hour of the •Dernoeratic ry next year. The
makes a proposition to the Kentucky hope will Kentucky falter? Will tucky is to be best served by the
authorities to return to his home the state stand by the Democratic election of the Democratic tick. t.
No loyal Democrat will permit
state and stand trial on the charge colors?
difficulties to drive him to
a.-a!nst himself if granted certain
There can be no mishisking the factional
atof the Republican
support
tht
guarantees.
meanining of decisive Republican
•
w.lo
man
a
Deunorrat.
loyal
victory in Kentucky this year. If aty. A
ultimate triumph of the
Children ifl Pain.
the Republicans elect their state desires the
Democratic principles may vote fer
never cry as do chilklren whoaresuf- ticket, a state legislature, a Uni
fering from hunger. Such is the States senator, to succeed Senator h4s party this year even if he does
cause of-all babies who cry and are
not approve all of its candidates and
treated for sieknese, when they McCreary and a municipal ticket
not be entirely sa isreally are suffering from hunger. in Louisville they will elect the sen- though it may
done in state afhas
Thislis caused from their food nut atoral ticket next year. Such a re- fled with all it
by
devoured
heink assimilated bitt
wovld give the Republicans a fairs.
vorMs. A few doses of - White's suit
With the result in Kentucky sure
Croton Vermifuge Nihil cause them opportunity for entrenching thembe aa important factor in next
to
crying and begin to thrive selves in power that they have never
to
The Democrats
contest.
year's
itt ofice.
case tiive it a trial. Sold by L. enjoyed.
A. Adinsoli.
With Kentucky becoming a Re- should bury all differences and put
publican -state there would be but the welfare of the party and the
little chance of a Democratic victory country above mere personal intersay C. 0. Hays. atrotnir*nt bind- hi the •presidental contest of next- est. If we are to elect a piesident
mailman of Cinff, Mo., ••t hat Buck- next year, a Democratic president
en' Arnica Salve rim the quickest year. Democrats cannot afferd to
will
need the 'votes of Dernuerat.c
riwaL4147
loseomprep
urest healing Salve over applied
occupy.
from Kentucky and at this
ro or wound, or to a case If the par •
senators
year, it
sod it fl nd
affairs we cannot afpublic
in
s trength crisis
Nre is ford to do anything that would expose the party and the state to the
danger of a Republican senator at
Washington.
Beautiful Women
nip cheeks', flushed with a soft
of health and a pure complextpake all women beautiful. Take
after 1-aell
N'1
' of Herbineconstipation
N dose
will prevent
digest what you have eatrs.'Wm. M. Stroud. MidIothx., writes: -We have used
:e in our family fur eight
,Healand found it the best '
,' have ever used for col.stira,hous fever and malaria. Sold
.. Johnson.

-Kl;

(From Saturday's Daily)
Mi. Warner F. West died yesterday at his home about seven miles szir
4
)
from this city on the Greenville L40
road. Ite was forty-seven years of
age and typhoid fever was the cause
of death. He was an excellent citizen a na his death causes general regret in the community. The funeralwill take place this afternoon at
the Baptist church in the vicinity of
his home and services will be con.ditett-d by Mr. Bailey Waller,of this
city, a devoted friend of the deceased. Mr. -West's wife died last
June of consumption. .His body will
be laid this afternoon by her side in
the family burying ground.
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stop your pain free. " To show #0v
you first—before you spend a penny
—what my Pink Pain Tablets can do, S,
I will mail you free, a Trial Package
of them—Dr. Shoop's Headache
,
Headache.
Neuralgia,
Tablets.
are
etc.,
pains.
Period
Toothache,
due alone to blood congesti)n. Dr.
Shoop's Headache Tablets simply
kill pain by coaxing away the unnatural blood pressure. That is all.
Address Dr. Shoop. Racine, Wis.
Sold by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.
Incorporated.

N

They are wonderful but not complicated as some people think. - - Call on C. E. West Jr., at his Hopkinsville Music store and he will explain
the grapophone to you and will be glad
to piny any and all records he has in
stock. You will not be required to
purchase nor pay one cent for the
playing.
But if you intend to buy it would be
to your advantage to buy of him because he daurantees the graphophones
he sells for 5 years.
Then you can det a graphophone on
easy payment if you prefer to buy that
way. The No. 3 outfit only costs $27.
00 complete withl doz. records and
large horn.
Give him a call at

/1-4 ,esz

Cures Eczema, Itching Humors, Pi m.
4.4t
pies and Carbuncles.—Costs
Nothing to Try.
B. B. B. (Botanic Blood Bairn) is
a certain and sure cure for eczema,
itching skin, humors, scabs, scales
watery blisters, pimples, aching
bones or joints, boils, carbuncles,
prickling pain in the skin, old,eating
sores, ulcers, etc. Botanic Blood
Balm cures the worst and most deep To Sell You the Best Cistern Pump on the Mark
seated cases by enriching, purifying
We also carry a full line of Sheet Metal Building Material.
and vitalizing the blood, thereby,
giving a healthy blood supply to the
skin. Heals every sore and gives
GET OUR PRICES ON
the rich glow of health to the skin.
Builds up the broken dowtebody and
Roof Painting and General R
Guttering,
makes the blood red and nourishing. Roofing,
Especially advised for chronic, old
pairing. All Work Guaranteed.
cases that doctors. patent medicines
and hot springs fail to cure. Druggists, $1,. „with complete directions
for home cure. To prove B. B. 13.
cures, sample sent. free and prepaid
by writing Blood Balm Co., Atlanta.
Claude P. Johnson,
Ga. Describe trouble, and free medManager.
ical advice sent inbettleC letter,
Ninth St„ rear First Nat. Bank.

WANTED

A Faithful Friend.
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
since it was first introduced to the
publ c in 1872, and have never found
one instance where a cure was not
speedily effected by its use. I have
bei n a commercial traveler for eighteen years, and never start out on
trip without this, my faithful
TSBURG, N. Y., Aug. 24. a
ti lend." says H. S. Nichols of Oak:4 Joe" Cannon bids fair to land. End. Per. When a man has
'at part of his fame. lie i., used a retnedy for thirty-five years
he knows its value and is compett nt
to sp-ak of it. For sale by Andersone:7A7.\
Fowier Drug Co., (Incorporated.)

KESS CANNON

-r

he
nears tC7
The Kind Yin Have Always Bouei
twistire
of

441\

Will sell Pianos, Organs and Sewing Machines at Factory Prices.

Has the most complete stock of Drugs in the city. Registered
Pharmacists in charge of Prescription Department.

Does expert Jewelry Repairing and Fine Watch and Clock Work.
And has the greatest assortment of Art Novelties, Jewelrys Cut
Glass, Watches, Clocks, Diamonds and Precious Stones, Ste's,ling
and Silver Plated Hollow and Flat Ware.

R. C. Hardwick, Hopkinsville, Ky.
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4 the WARFIELD & WEST SHOE CO. Your trade will be appreciated *
readers 4
newspaper
and your interests protected. Prices and sizes marked in plain 4..
he country as a famous 4
ong, black cigars."
No false statements or deceptions allowed.
4
*
trying to break himself
4
of smoking. He told
-1-ere that while he has 4
.
AY IN
omed for 40 years to 4SEE SPECIAL DISPL
Pito 15 cigars a day, he
the number to three 4
*
4
soon to be able to pass
I4
a single "smoke."
44
t a cough cure that you 4
*
just as good as Ken- 4
ye Cough Syrup, be*
ust as good—there is 4
ORATED.*
INCORP
ncP. Kennedy's Lax- 4
The Exclusive
yrup acts gently upon 4 No. 3 South Main St.,
nd clears the whole
f4
ougha and colds. It
ves inflammation of
******-4-0)
"J"A\
C;)

.

,
,
„
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Solid, Stylish, Snappy,
Up-to-Date Shoes

-1-1-

r

WARFIELD & WEST SHOE

1 allays irritation.
Hardwick.

i ._

---'

RISING

"s1)( GREAT IlAys,"
POPULAR BELIEF IN KENTUCKY
STATE FAIR,
ZATION.

Will Appeal For a Law To Enable Them
To Hold More Than

If you wish a high-class hair
dressing, we are sure Ayer's
Hair Vigor, new improved formula, will greatly please you.
It keeps the hair soft and
smooth, makes it look rich and
luxuriant, prevents splitting at
the ends. And it keeps the
scalp free i'rorn dandruff.

noes nol chori"c Me co lor of the hair.
The county assessors of the stato
Fox-tut:la :with each bottle
of Kentucky are preparing to orgagnSi:LW it to your
doctor
ize the "Association of Kentucky
":"'" 1)
Ask turn about it„
p
County Assessors," the object of the
'1114.1 111.--'
then do as ho says
organization being for the betterAt the same time the new Aver's Hair
ment of the conditions.
Vigor is a strong hr tonic, promoting
One of the things to be gone after the growth of the hair, liee;,ing all the
is a bill through the state legislature tissues of he hair 21nd scalp in a healthy
permitting the as3essors to succeed condition. The hair stops falling, danthemselves in office. At present the druff disappears. A splendid dressing.
assessors can be elected for a term of .--Made by the J. C. Ajar Co.,Lowell. Mau
four years but when that term expire they have to step down and out;
as the law will not permit them to
hold more than one term.
A big farmers' rally will be held at
The assessors state that the duties Allegree on Saturday, August 31.
of their office are the most important Among the speakers announced for
and intricate of an public trust and the occasion is Capt. W. J. Stone, of
that it takes nearly all the four Kuttawa. The committee in charge
year's term for them to learn,the de- is composed of J. E. Patton, J. L.
tailf;of the position minutely, hence Jones, W. A. Bearden, W. R, Bearby the time they get everythfng well ded, R. T. Kirkman, L. Norman, J.
in hand, they have to step out for S. Winders.
some inexperienced successor, who
hardly gets 'broken in' until he goes
out for some other.
As the better the assessmedt gotten up by the assessor, the more
Aug.23.—Mrs.
PEMBROKE,
money derived by the county and Donk) Brona,ugh, who had a hip
state through taxes, the assessors fractured in a fall last Thursday
state it would be,. of vast benefit to morning, A as taken to a Nitsville inthe 4ounties and state for the law to firmary Thursday Light for treatpernait them to serve more than one ment. The trip was very hard on
term, if elected.
her, but a few (lays' rest greatly imTFe
legislature
meets
next
Januproved her general condition, and
,
ary and the assessors will go before she is now reported resting very
that general assembly and ask for comfortably. The injury to her hip
the enactment of a law permiting is a very serious one, but it if'. hoped
the assessors to serve for more than that with careful nursing ahd treatone term.
ment she may be able to return to
her home in a short time.
-.mat

From the ten different
Winchester repeaters
you can surely select a
rifle adapted for hunting
your favorite game, be
it squirrels or grizzly
bears. No matter
which model you select
you can count on its
being well made, accurate and reliable.
SHOOT WINCHESTER CARTRIDGES
IN

WINCHESTER

GUNS

FOR THE

PAINLESS
EXTRACTION OF
TEETH•
AND

FIRST
CLASS DENTAL
WORK
GO TO THE

LITTLE POCKET PHYSICIAN.

ultWALIZanigrailtAliaraaire

; IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW

Hyomei is Guaranteed by L. L. Elgin
To Cure Catarrh.

Vitalized Air
Administered
When Desired
41.

Louisville Dental
Parlors
Next to Court House,
I lopkinsville, Ky.
=liv.r..1a1.411e1M11111111111M.

Dr. R. L. Bradley,
Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
lee, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist if; Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lamenees and Dentistry. Castration or Stallions; firing by a new
process. Very specialsurgical oper
ations for tk cure of Spavins and
Neurotomy for the'cure
of lameness in Navicular diseases.
Office at Gray & Gates livery stable,
East Ninth street, near L. & N. depot. Telephone 145.
ALL CALLS by letter or telephone
promptly attended to.
HOPKINSVILLE - KENTUCKY

Wood 86 Wood

Thousands whoa have been cured
Hard to do housework with an
by By-o-rnei call the inhaler that
comes with every outfit the "Little aching back.
Brings you hours of misery at leiPocket Physician," as it is so small
sure
or at work.
that it can be carried in the pocket
If
women
only knew the cause—
or purse.
that
Backache
pains come from sick
Theme is really no excuse whatever for anyone having catarrh now kidneys,
that Hy-o-mei is so readily obtain- 'Twould save much needless woe.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidable. If you have any doubt about
neys.
its value, L. L. Elgin will let you
Hopkinsville people endorse this:
have a complete outfit, with the
Miss L. A. Hester, F4.6 North Main
understanding that unless it cures
street4 Hopkinsville, Ky., says: "I
catarrh, it will not cost you a cent.
Do not delay longer the use of honestly believe that there is little
Hy-o-inei if you suffer with catarrh. dnee of any one suffering the torture
This is a purely local disease, and of backache when such an effective
Hy-o-mei goes right to the spot remedy as Doan's Kidney Pills can
where the catarrh g3rms are present be secured at L. A. Johnson's drug
destroys them, soothes and heals all store. The prompt and thorough reinfiamation and makes a permanent lief which followed their use in my
case has given me abiding faith in
and lasting cure.
their merits. In the summer of 1903,
The complete fly-o-mei outfit con- I was suffering greatly from sorenes
sists of the "Little Pocket Physic- and lameness across the small of my
ian" and a bottle of Hy-o-mei and back and other difficulties arising
conts only $1.00, making it the most from a weakness of the kidneys. Two
boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills was all
economical as well as the'Only guar- I mequired to free me from the disanteed treatmen4 for the cure of cat- tressing pain in my back and restore
arrh. Remember that Hy-o-mei my kidneys to a good healthy condiI recommended Doan's Kidcures catarrh without stomach dos-1 tion.,
, ney Pills at that time and during the
ing, applying the medication and four years which have elapsed, I
healing where the disease germs are !still hold the same good opinion of
the remedy."
present.
th
For sale by all dealers. Price. 50c.
Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.,
sole agents for the United States.
DO YOU GET
Remember the name—Doan's--and
take no other.
Kidney Trouble Makes You Miserable.

Almost everybody who reads the newspapers is sure to know of the wonderful
cures made by Dr.
41
Kilmer's
Swamp.
1 Root, the great kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
It is the great medical triumph of the
nineteenth century;
discovered after years
of scientific research
by Dr. Kilmer, the
eminent kidney and
bladder specialist, and is wonderfully
successful in promptly curing lame back,
uric acid, catarrh of the bladder and
Disease, which is the worst
Bright's
DENTIST.
of kidney trouble.
form
Office over Cooner's Grocer.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not rec(las administered when desired
ommended for everything but if you have
kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be
found just the remedy you need. It has
been tested in so many ways, in hospital
work and in private practice, and has
proved so successful in every case that a
special arrangement has been made by
which all readers of this paper, who have
not already tried it, may have a sample
bottle sent free by mail, also a book tellHopkinsville,
ing more about Swamp-Root,and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble. When writing mention reading this
generous offer in this paper and send your
address to Dr. Kilmer
against Accident or Sickness in the & Co., Binghamton,
best company in the business. Pay N. Y. The regular
your premiums by month or year. fifty-cent and oneThe cost is such a trifle you'll be dollar size bottles are Hone of Swsip-Root.
surprised. See
sold by all good druggists. Don't make
any mistake, hut remember the name,
Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
land the address, Binghamton, N. Y ,on
every bottle.

1

J. WILL SMITH

Hunter Wood 86 Son
Attorneys-at-Law.

What a Heap of Happiness it Would
Bring to Hopkinsville Homes.

MADISONVILLE, Ky., Aug. 23.
—The "Night Riders" have been
making threats and some demonstrations in the Dalton neighborhood, which is in the western part
of this (Hopkins) county. Not long
since, Sanferd Wilson, a well-to-do
farmer of that section of the country
—a man who was not in sympathy
with the tobacco organization—had
some trouble in getting his wheat
threshed.
A man named Holeman, from
Caldwell county, came to Wilson's
for the purpose of threshing the
wheat. He arrived late in the afternoon, and next morning there was a
notice found attached to the thresher warning Holeman pulled up his
machinery and left.
There were others who did not belong to the association and they
wanted their wheat threshed. These
men brought it into the neighbornood.and have been threshing wheat,
but at tile same time have their
shotguns with them and are determined to resist any interruption in
their business.
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and Every
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suffer, can be avoided by the use. CPC
"Mother's Frteal." This great ranee!,
is a God-send to women,carryin
them through their most cnticai
ordeal with safety and no pain.
"Mother's
Friend" need fear the suffering
No woman who uses
for
it robs the ordeal of its horror
birth;
and danger incident to
and insures safety to life of mother and child,and leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
also healthy, strong and
good natured. Our book
"Motherhood," is worth
its weight in gold to every
woman,and will be sent free in plain
envelope by addressing application to
Bradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta,Ga.

THEWS
FRIEND

Six special days and as many special
nights mean that the Kentucky State
Fair will fulfil its promise to have
something doing every minute of six
great days and nights during the week
of September 16th at Louisville. Col.
W. W. Hite, President of the Louisville Board cf Trade, is the General
Chairman of the Committee on Special
Days, and has announced the following:
Monday, September 16—School Children's Day. C. B. Nordeman, Member
Louisville School Board, Chairman.
Tuesday, September 17—Fraternal
Day. R. S. Brown, President Louisville Commercial Club, Chairman.
Wednesday, September 18—Louisville Day. Geo. G. Fetter, Director
Louisville Board of Trade, Chairman.
Thursday, September 19—Kentucky
Day. Lew B. Brown, of Harrodsburg,
President Kentucky Press Association,
Chairman.
Friday, September 20—Southern Indiana Day. Adam Heim'berger, President New Albany Commercial Club,
Chairman.
Saturday, September 21 — Everybody's Day. Everybody, Chairman.
The Special Nights Committee is
headed by J. V. Beckmann, Manager of
the Retail Merchants' Association, who
.has announced the special nights as
follows:
Monday, September 16 — GermanAmerican Night. F. W. Keisker, Chairman.
Tuesday, September 17—Irish-Amer- 41
ican Night. Thos. McCabe, Chairman. 4
Wednesday, September 18—Labor
completed.
Night. John Young, President Louisville Federation of Labor, Chairman.
Thursday, September 19 — Press
Night. Young E. Allison, Chairman.
September
20—Military
Friday,
Night. Col. W. B. Haldeman, Colonel
Commanding First Kentucky Regiment, Chairman.
Saturday, September 21—Farewell
Night. Smith T. Bailey, Chairman.
Mr. Nordeman expects School Children's Day to bring little folks not
only from Louisville, but from all over
the State. He has appointed every
county and city school superintendent
in Kentucky as a member of his committee.
Fo4. Fraternal Day, a large tent will
be erected where headquarters may be
opened by representatives of all fraternal organizations, to receive, welcome and register guests. It is the
hope of Col. Brown to have a series
of drills by the uniform ranks of the
different organizations.
Mr. Fetter will have the active cooperation of commercial, industrial,
financial and professional organizations in making Louisville Day one
that will put it in red letters on the
Fair calendar.
No one will be bold enough, however,
•
to challenge the popularity of Ken- 6
•
tucky Day. Every indication points
17th and Canton Sts., Hopkinsville, Ky
6
•
to its being the banner day of the e
week. Mr. Brown has named many 040
000000•000000004041•••••4001114
prominent editors of Kentucky as his
associates on this committee. He is
counting upon several large excursions
frofn different points. The editors will
hold a rally on the night of Kentucky
Day, which is known as Press Night,
and Col. Allison is arranging a very attractive program. Press headquarters
are to be established at the Fair
grounds.
Mr. Heimberger is not only appointing Southern Indiana editors, but
heads of commercial organizations in
that section, as members of the Southern Indiana Day Committee.
WILL HOLD THEIR THIRD ANNUAL MEETING
The programs for every night will
be attractive. This will be especially
true of Military Night, when the First
Regiment will give an exhibition drill
Larder Show Rind Premiums Than Ever.
In front of the grand stand.
While the days and nights have been
Liberal Purses in All Speed Rinds.
given some special name, it does not
follow that the State Fair management
IN PREMIUMS ON TOBACCO to be awarded the 1st
wishes to confine the attendance to
day of the Fair, which has been named "The Plan.ters
Protective Association Day."
those interested in the way that the
•
name indicates. On the contrary, the
State Board of Agriculture invites
ALSO WATCH OUR BEAUTY CONTEST
everybody to come every day and every
which will take place the first day of the Fair, open to ladies residing
night.
In Montgomery, Cheatham and Robertson counties, Tenn., Christian,

•
•
•
a
•
•
•
•
a
•

for you to make arrange=
ments for fall building.
Thus you will save delay,
and avoid the aggravation of being held back
until other work has been
.e.

•
•
•
•
• REMEMBER that Tin and
•
••
•
•
Plumbing are just as
•
•
•
•
•
much in our line as the
•
•
•
•
•
building of houses. .*.
•
•
•
•
S
• it Will Pay You to Interview Us.
•
•

•••I The Hopkinsville •
•
••90
•
Lumber
Company
•
(Incorporated)
Kentucky and Tennessee
Fair Association
SEPT. 5, 6 and 7, 1907

At a great outlay of money the State
Board of Agriculture has contracted
with Captain Roy Knabenshue to bring
his passenger-carrying airship, the
marvel of the century, to the Kentucky State Fair, September 16 to 21,
and give daily flights and exhibitions
with a night rids in the air guided by
a searchlight.
Pain's famous Manhattan Beach fire
works and a gigantic pyrotechnic spectacle, the eruption of Vesuvius, an
actual reproduction of the awe-inspiring calamity of 1906, will be given
nightly in front of the grand stand at
the Kentucky State Fair in Louisville,
September 16 to 21.

Logan and Todd counties, Ky. The premium is $100 in gold to any lady who will bring to the Guthrie Fair 10 of the prettiest ladies, 15
years and over; contest to take place at 2 p.m

Entries to close at 12

o'clock on the day of the contest. Judges will be selected in a fair and
Impartial way from parties living in distant counties or states.

Balloon Ascension Each Day.
Every day's program is brimfull of large premiums that will interest every one, from the baby to grandaddy, and delight the souls
of all horse lovers. Iteduced rates on L. SD N. and I. C. railroads.
For catalogues or any other information call on or write to

R. LESTER,

-

GUTHRIE, KY.

Ar.•r-.7rwerzgerr-rmwr.a...-

South lientudiv College

Best faculty in the school's history. The literary work is divided under
six heads; Ancient and Modern Languages, English and History. MathA State Fair rilybcm has the backing ematics, Science, Bible and Philosophy, Preparatory. For each division
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. It there is a specially pmepared teacher. College courses are so arranged
that preparation for professional schools and universities is a prominent
Is a trophy of big value aside from feature. Superior
advantages in MusicVoice Culture and Art. Sp ecial
the money that accompanies it.
care and supervision given to young pupils. OPENS SEPT. 19th. For
illustrated catalogue and other college literature address
Sensational acrobatic acts will be
given free each day at the Kentucky
State Fair, in front of the 'grand

stand.

A. C.Kuykendall,

or

H. Clay Smith,

Principal Mule Dept.
Principal Female Dept.
HOPKINSVILLE, - KENTUCKY.
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..'STANLEY TO SPEAK

From Day to Day

Imperial In Hopkins.

GOES TO A REWARD

Another big circus is headed toThe Madisonville Hustler says:
wards Hopkinsville and will spread
).
The Imperial Tobacco company
Daily.
y's
(From Tuesda
its monster tents and give two exrented the tobacco factories behas
Miss Kate ITarrisOn has retnrited
hibitions here on Wednesday Seplonging to F. D. ilamsey and Cotton
from Harvard college where she•thas
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— tember 18. The attraction is Hagen- EON NOBLE AND
ADVIS
THE
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E
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& Ramsey and will take charge of
MRS. PIEDMONT GERHART DIES been taking special courses in mubeck & Wallace's combined shows
CHRISTIAN LIFE.
same on October 1st. Mr. Will A.
ORY BOARD
sic.
and is one of the biggest and best on
IN CLARKSVILLE.
Hodge, of Nebo, who has had
the road. The advance agent, is
Miss Annie McPherson left this
charge of the Imperial. business at
here today making arrangements
morning for Louisville to visit Miss
that place -for several years, will be
fot bill posting space but on account
Anna Davis McComb.
of
the manager at that place. He will
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We have excellent facilities for of cultivation, good dwelling 2robms
dead. It is said that had McRae inverted calyx of green, were not his action fitting, and his costume air after which they called to Mr.
conducting
the business and will ad- and hall, one large tobacco barn,
been cut down when the negro got less attractive, and the varied hues very indicative of his name.
vertise
the
property put into our good stables and cow house, buggy
Hendrick to come out. He came to
to him his life might have been of the butterflies, with their sparkhands
free
of
charge, and will fur house, 2 new cabins, smoke house
Mr. Murrell Donaldson was a good the door and they asked him about
nish prospective customers convey- hen house, new wire fence, nice
ing wings, made a picture of kaliesaved.
Prince Oberon. His dress, a combi- shipping some independent tobacco ance to look at
property without cost young orchard, grapes, rasp-berriea
financial oscopic tints both rare and beauti- nation of rose and
from
"Despondency
green with gold from a landing a few miles below. to them. Come to see us if you want and strawberries, plenty of water.
troubles is said to have been the ful, in spangled sheen, they flitsing hat and feathers, was
captivating He assured them that he had not to sell, it cost you nothing if you very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
cause. McRae was an unmarried "over hill and dale, through bush and even Titania announced her sat- and that they had been misinform- fail. through
brier"
to
escape
the
and
He
lived
age.
man about 28 years of
A good farm of 196 acres of land 2 400 acres of desirable farming land
isfaction.
ed. He offered to call his wife and
by himself at his residence on his mischief of that sprite, Puck.
miles
from Hopkinsville on a turn- in Montgomery county, Tenn., heavMr. Roper, who was gracious prove it by her but they assured him
ly timbered, 10 miles from HowelL
farm. He came to Robertson coun- Nor were the parts assumed by boys enough to disguise his fine appear- that they were willing to take his pike road.
Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
ty a few years ago from Pembroke, one whit less in excellence than ance in the terrible dress of skins, word.
Farm has two sets improvements
Valuable store • room on Maim.
two good tobacco barns, fine stable street. One of the best business loKy., where :his parents live and those of the girls. The royal hunt- and altogether uncouth costumes of
him
to
asked
come
and
They then
50 acres of timber, good stock water. cations in the city.
where he was born and reared. He ers in white and green traiks and the Giant Ogre, must be
congratu- go with them up on the hill a short Will he sold for $5,000.
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in a
bought the farm'he lived on at the grsen doublets, with feathered caps lated on his amiability. His reson- distance, as they wanted to talk to
mile of mill, postoffice and church.
Good
farm
of
155
acres,
located,
time ef his death, paying a small and glimmering spears, were fault- ant voice was mighty enough
to him further. He asked them to let near Howell, Ky The farm is well Splendid house of ten rooms, large
amount of the purchase price in less in their drill, quick and martial mark the character,
and whose him dress, but they informed him fenced, has house oi 3 rooms, good stable, 7 cabins for hands, 3 large
tenement house of 3 rooms, two large tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,
cash and executing his notes for the in movement. The elves of Oberon, "grunts and roars" were
awful that that was not necessary, and new tobacco barns, one good stock good orchard. Farm in good conbalance. He worked hard and had king of shadows were in red hunters' enough to make the souls
of the lit- carried him along as he was, in his barn, new smoke house and other dition and very productive. Will be
fair success with his crops, but it dress, the little fellows adding their tle fairies quake.
night clothes. He was gone about putbuildings and about 20 acres good sold at a bargain.
seems was not a good manager fin- quota to the color scheme.
A tine farm of 400 acres within on
The work of Miss Pugh has been twenty minutes and returned. He timber. Will be sold at a low price
mile of Pembroke on pike, 96 acres
and on easy terms.
The Brownies whom Puck com- arduous and
ancially speaking.
persistent, but her says they did not touch him in any
A fine farm of 200 acres of land of line timber. This farm is well
.In addition to what he owned on manded from brake and fen would training brought
beautiful results,
ayt and every indication bore out within three miles of Hopkinsville fenced with hedge and wire and dithe farm he executed a mortgage on have warmed the ceckles of Palmer and her skill in the
canception of this statement, and that they ohly ni a good turnpike. Has a new cot- vided into five shifts, on each of
his crops and on his farm a few Cox's heart, as accurate in their the picturesque
qualities necessary talked to him about the tobocco that tage house of five rooms, tobacco which is plenty of never failing wat
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary er. This is one of the finest farms in
weeks ago to procure money to en- their dress as his own creations and were admirable.
they had heard he had shipped. mthouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres the best ;arming sections of Kentucable him to carry on his work. He surely possessing all the mischievTo Mrs. Armistead's patience and There is, however, a general opinion if desired. Very desirable property ky, well adapted to corn, wheat, te
stated at the time he procured the ous spirit Mr. Cox's folk have al- untiring attendance is
bacco and all kinds of grasses.
due all the that other questions than the toboc- in good neighborhood.
loan of $400 that he would be readily ways been credited with. As for musical success
There
is no better stock farm in the
acres
Fifty
of
land
with
3,000
fruit
the
discussed
at
of the evening.
co incident were
country, improvements first class
trees
on
it,
dwelling
and
barn.
able to pay it off long before it came those little human frogs—were ever
But the revels of the moonlight conference,after they left the house. About 3 miles from
the real articles any better at hoptown. Will be and in perfect repair, fine 2-story
due.
folk
are ended; they are gone to
ping? They almost divided honors
The crowd then departed quietly sold cheap.
frame dwelling yvith 9 rooms, veran"About Saturday he procured witn those tiny little butterflies who their secret haunts once more, and
50 acres of fine land 134 miles from da in front and porches in rear, four
heard from
was
further
nothing
and
naught remains but pretty pictures
whisky and got on a protracted got so, so sleepy.
Hopkinsville on Canton pike. good frame tenant houses, two large new
of
Williams,
as
Titania,
the fairy creatures stored in mem- them.
Miss
Viola
spring and barn, fenced and has 20 tobacco barns, two graineries with
drunk, and while drunk spent nearwas costumed in green and silver. ory's hall—they are gone, gone.
acres of timner.
Very desirable capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
ly all the money he had borrowed. Her histronic talent has already
1 prge stables, cow houses, tool
—L. McF. B.
property.
It is said that he had sobered up to
112 acres of land 3 miles from Hop- houses, carriage and ice house, two
some extent yesterday morning and
kinsville, Ky. On the ('ox Mill large cisterns, in fact an ideal farm
!every 100,000 people.
road.
This land is good Red Clay with a beautiful lawn of four acres
realizing that he had spent this bor27.—Jas.
Aug.
CLEVELAND, O.,
mbsoil,
and lies well and is in good in front of nouse. One of the most
rowed money and was in financial
I In the Hoekinsville Catholic R. Garfield, secretary or the interi- ondition, fronts about ji mile on desirable farms in toe state, in one
straits he became mentally depress- Owing to illness, the Rev.J.U.Spur-1
church, Sunday, and in all of the or, says the west refuses to take any good pike, make a No. 1, small farm of the best neighborhoods, convened and melancholy.
lin was unable to fill his appointient to school, churches and good
churches throughout the diocese a part in any panic engineered b for any purpose.
market. The land in first class conFine
farm
of
485
"Since McRae has been in Rob- ment at the Hopkinsville Baptist
acres
at.
Herndon,
family
the
at
is
Garfield
pastoral letter from the Rt. Rev. Wall St.
dition.
Ky.,
Will be sold onL.easy terms
370
acres
cleared,
115
acres
timertson county he had won the re- church Sunday and a large congreWilliam George McCloskey, Bishop, home near Mentor after his trip to ber. This farm is fine land with to suit purchaser.
spect and esteem of the people."
gation was disappointed. The Rev.
good improvements and well fenced
was read. The pastoral was an ap- the west.
Farm of 2483(
4 acres 6 miles east of
Mr. Spurlin who resides at Sinking
finan- and in good heart and will be sold at Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
the
that
been
told
have
"I
peal for funds for Pope Pius X. and
a bargain as a whole or divided into road, well improved with house
Fork, is one of the oldest ministers
fixing Sunday, September 7, as the
everal tracts.
stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and
of the gospel in Kentucky.'He is 83
date for the collection in every par1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a 3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2stables.
years of age and has been preaching
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, I and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
ish church in the diocese. Bishop
.64 years. He has baptized neterly
porches, fine new stable, cost $700, 1 3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farm'
McCloskey in strong language denew barn. 3 cabins. cow house and is well matured and land is in good
5,000
converts.
He
Nis
both
a
son
After three weeks of negotiations
nounced the recent action of the
machine
shed, peultry house, smoke nart and under g )od wire fence.
ministers.
grandson
who
are
with the owners of Do
- nglas Park at and a
house and coal house. Never fail- ! 900 acres of land in Christian coun
French government in repudiating
Louisville resulting in a failure to The former has, as Brother Spurlin the concordat with the Vatican, and
lug spring and cisterns. '
i ty, 5 milesi from I. C. R. R., 350
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with acres in cultivation, 350 acres in
induce them to lease the grounds recently expressed it, "immersed said the present anti-clerical
agitagood e framMouse and, good toba!- cut!ivation, 550 acres in timber, red
for the 1907 Kentucky state fair, about 3,000 andigrandson is dipping
dion was not directed alone at the
ac
co3rbdartir).
oak, white oak, hickory ash and
right
along."
pending the clearing of the title to
t, 46 acres of timber 3s )f poplar. The place is. well watered
Catholit church, but against the
the property and a(lustment of oth:nile from Herndon.
.
and productive. Has two good resiChristian religion.
Nice new cottage on South Virgik.- dences, 2 stock barnes, 3 tobacco
er matters in connection with the
!a street. Has six rooms and bath I barns and 5 tenant houses. and atlas
The 100th anniversary of the abolipurchase of the track and buildings
Seargent Fairleigh Wilkins has reroom, good cistern and stable. Lot storehouse and a splendid location
centeof
the
slave
the
tion
trade
and
for a permanent location, the Kenfronts 86 feet and runs back 192. feet for a country store. This farm is
turned home from Holguin, Cuba,
tucky state beard of agriculture has nary of the births of Whittles, Longro a 16 foot alley. This place will be underlaid with good coal. A mine
where he has served for the past
been given the use of Churchill fellow and Agassiz are being obsold
on reasonable terms.
! has qeen operated on it for year.
three years in Company E, 11th U.
The S. T. Fox farm of 612 acres, I Will be sold as a whole or divided.
Downs at Louisville for holding this served at Boston.
S. Infantry.
year's exhibition (luring the week of
Lawrence Oncley, of Evansville,
Sept. 16. '1 lie state fair will there0+++++.444-4,-•-•••••-4-4.4-9.1P•44-++ 0.4.4.•-•-•+•-•••••••••••••••••••-•-•-•
The Leag
of Feustli Class PostInd.,
left this morning for his.. .theme
fore be held on the dates mentioned
at historic Churchill Downs where after a visit to friends in the city, masters of •entucky will hold their
“A-IlIfTELD
JAM M5
He resided here when a boy and has state meeting ih Louisville on Sept.
the fair last year was held.
17th
and
18th,
in
north
court
room
of
cial situation in the east has caused
Messrs. Chas. F. Grainger and made his way under very adverse
Matt J. Wynn, representing the circumstances to a position of im- custom house at 9. a. m. sharp. The some alarm," said Garfield, "but in
Churchill Downs interests have ag- portance in the professional and department has granted five days the west their is nothing of the sort.
reed to the use of these grounds and social world in the city in which he leave of absence to fourth class post- The people out their are too busy
a committee representing the state lives. Mr. Oncley has a beautiful masters and has also .assigned In- worrying about other matters.
"Now when all this newly irrigat- 1
toard has extended to them a vote baritone voice and sang twice at the specto5 Samuel A. Susong to attend
this
nieeting
to
instruct
thepostmas- ed land is farmed we will have in- t
of cordial thanks for their liberality Cumberland Prtsbyterian church
Telephone &
s
i
t
of
sources
ters
in
of
the
discharge
their
comgreat
tof
our
,
creased
one
of
chair.
Sunday.
He
has
the
in the matter, inasmuch as the
Telegraph Co
grounds are tendered to the state mathematics in the facultrof the plicated duties. The second day of wealth, and as we increase our
(Incorporated)
this meeting will be a union meeting wealth we stave offe financial depresfair upon terms very agreeable to Evansville high school.
Continues to grow—has now conof the first, second, third and fourth sion. The rule is invariable. Any
the state fair management.
nected with the Hopkiusville
Long
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
Thomas
class postmaF ter. An interesting increase in industry or agricultural 1
Churchill Cowns, while a typical
switch
board more subscribers
Mist). program has been arranged.
pursuitsmakes a country's financial
p
race course is considered to be the have returned from Ba.yviews
than
ever
before in its history.
where they spent several weeks
system more stable.
best equipped state fair grounds in
Free Country Service to subin the west.
the south with the possible excep- Mr. Long, who has been in CaliforThe Pennsylvania railroad has, "Everyone is working
ma
a
large
part
of
the
summer,
has
scribers.
(confiwith
invested
is
being
Capital
tion Of theTexas fair grounds.
from its Pittsburg office, sent out an
regained his health and has resuma panic
There Will be ar. abundance of
',Long Distance Connection.
official communication calling on deuce. There is no sign of
position
ed
his
as
of
the
cashier
panic."
no
be
will
there
and
there
stalhroom for all kinds of live stock,
county justices of the peace, borough
First National Bank. His host of
Secy. Garfield declined to take any
there Is a big grand stand and there
burgesses and all other officers of
TELEPHONES:INSTALLED ON SHORT NOTICE..
are
friends
delighted to welcome
rumors of a
are buildings suitable for the dethe law to assist in putting down the interest in the Wall St.
him back home.
partmentf which must be rhown intramp evil by punishing those general depression.
doors.
caught stealing rides on trains.
the
Mr.
Harvey
entry
list
in
different
exBreathitt,
chief
clerk
The
Some startling figures are shown,
hibit departments is the greatest in the office of County Judge James among them that vagrancy is cost•-•••••••••-seesse
in the history of the Kentucky state Breathitt, who is his brother, is ill ing the railroads of the country not
fair at this time, three weeks prior of pneumonia. His condition last less 'than $25,000,000 yearly.
night caused his family much unto the exhibition.
CARROLLTON, Ky., Aug. 27.—
The state fair management is easiness, but he is bettee today.
WANTED—Young ram or young Fire today ,at Prestonville, across
ts
aTthebdeodstiemiseon ,ujitelasit...ociLped
ii!;
Y l')i
spending $7,000 in exploitation and
ladles in each county to solicit for the Kentucky river, five miles from
expects record breaking attendance
Statistics show that 162 out of 100,- the Black Patch Journal the As- here, destroyed the barn of H. C.
mild, certain. They cure'
-A*
J. C.a
.er Co.,
daily. Some of the greatest amuse- 000 people in the United States are sociation Magazine. Others are Crouch, containing 400.000 pounde
constipation.
ment enterprises of the country have in prison on any given day. In Italy making big money.
fine
horse
tobacco,
a
sprel
E
of
A. S.
been contracted with for state fair the proportion is 217 to every 100,000
other property. The loss is ahlout Want your moustache or beard
Black Patch Publishing Co.
week.
Springfield Tenn. $36,000.
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' Your Piles Lesson IX.—Third Quartor, For

An old sore or ulcer is only a symptom, an outlet for the impurities seri
poisons which are in the blood, and as long as this vital fluid remains io
this impure, contaminated state the place will never heal. The application
of salves, washes, powders, etc., may cause the spot to scab over, but a fresh
outpouring of diseased matter from the blood starts it again, and thus it goes
on, gradually growing worse and slowly affecting the entire health of the
sufferer. Theie are many ways in which the blood becomes contaminated
and poisoned. A long spell of sickness breeds disease germs in the system,
the failure of the eliminative members to remove the refuse and waste matter
of the body, the excessive use of mineral medicines in certain diseases, all
infect the blood with morbid matter and germs which sooner or later is manifested by a sore that refuses to heal. Persons with inherited blood taint are
very apt to be afflicted with sores and ulcers. The taint may lie dormant
during young, vigorous life, but when middle age is reached or passed and
the natural energies begin to grow weaker, the tissues in some weak point
break down and a chronic sore is formed and kept open by the constant
drainage of impure matter from the blood. If the cause is not removed the
sore will continue to grow worse by eating deeper into the flesh, festering,
discharging, and slowly undermining the constitution. S. S. S. heals old
sores by going down to the very bottom of the trouble, driving out the
impurities and building up the entire circulation. When S. S. S. has removed
the cause the blood becomes rich and healthy, the sore begins to heal, new
flesh is formed, and soon the place is cured. Do not depend on external
applications, which do not reach the blood, but begin the use of S. S. S. and
remove of the cause, and then the sore must heal. Book on Sores and Ulcers
and medical advice free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA..

If sufferers from piles and rectal disSept. 1, 19(..7
eases would first try a reliable laxative
like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin instead
of usitig external salves and suppositories,
or having an operation performed, ..,E INTE2NrATIONAL ScRIES•
Received at the Postoffice in Hop- they would save themselves a world of
kinsville as Second-Class Matter.
trouble, expense and pain. The reason
is that in nine cases out of ten piles are Text of tie Lessor, Num. xiii, 17-20,
Subscription
the result of habitual constipation, and
23-23—Mcr-ory Versos, Z,31 —Coder'
when once the constipatioa is thoroughly I Text, Nur-. xiv, 9—Comment_-.ry Freper year
cured the piles disappear.
three months
pared by “cv. D.I. Sterna.
Piles are to constipation what pim" per week
pies are to bad blood, simply an outWeekly per year
ward symptom. And just as face lotions rhcpyrieht, ta07. by Am-ri,..an Prns
" per six months.
Inasmuch as all tliet heppened to
aren't half as good for pimples as a good
blood medicine, so salves and suppositories Iseael was an example Nr es to profit
aren't half as good for piles as a reliable laza.
wri'_ten for
or take wal•ning by and
tive like Dr. Caldwell's SyrupPepsin.
A 50 cent or Si bottle will prove these claims. our adinon. :•cu
Cer.
x.
111,
it nny t
and every druggist is authorized to guarantee
Advertising Rates.
results. Hundreds of people have written us be- a grief to cur tettch.:T. the
that Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is the best pile
Transient advertising must be paid cure
they know of, and it is surely worth a trial Spirit. to i,ass by anything that lie
for in advance.
from you. Not only will it cure the piles but it
ttt't for n.
will permanently correct bowel trouble so that
Charges for yearly advertisements yoewill have regular movements. It will tone
and eodaplaining was
the stomach and make digestion easy for you.
will be collected quarterly.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is the best rem- such a cha-acteristic of Israel that If
biliousness,
All advertisements inserted with- edy for constipation, dyspepsia,
and all resultant troubles, such as we !rid to heart the way they thus
out specified time will be charged flatulency,
disordered
stomach,
liver or grieved the Lord we would prayerfully
piles, arising from
for until ordered out.
bowels. Its gentle action and pleasant taste
1). It is not
make it especially suited to children and all who seek to av( id either
Announcements for Marriages and are too weak to stand purgative waters, salts
health
In a bad atgood
in
be
to
easy
powders and tablets. A physic is
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and and griping
pile
sufferers
need,
but
easy
what
steady,
not
Moses af- 10111110406001000•04111100410000•0•4111400•011
sce
even
we
rnd
:uosphere,
notices of preaching published gratis. bowel movements, and these can be obtained by
quesand
Israel's
by
fected
use of this wonderful remedy. It brings
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of the
about a permanent home cure at a minimum of tioning the possibilky of giving such
Respect, and other similar notices, expense.
a congregation tiesh to eat (xi, 23).
five cents per line.
Circumstances often become too •
wishing to try Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin before buyThose
heavy for 13, and we are compelled to •
ing can have a free sample bottle seat to their home by say, "I am not chic" (::1.14), but there 0
addressing the cumpany. This offer is to prove that the
will do as we claim, and is only open to those Is nevcr anything b.° hard for Him.
CIRCUIT COURT—First Monday in remedy
who have never taken it. Send for it if you have any and Ile ale ays has a way out for IIis
FebruJune and fourth Monday_ in
symptoms of stomach, liver or bowel disease. Gentlest
yet most effective laxative for children, women and old own hien •xxxiL 17; 1 Cor. x, 13). t3
ary and September.
folks. A guaranteed, permanent home cure. THE Joshua's jealousy, for the honor ef
MonCOURT—Second
QUARTERLY
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxative So Good and Sure
days in January, April, July and as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This product Moscs (xL 28, 29) Is somewhat like that
bean Purity guarantee No. 17, Washington, D. C,
October.
of the disci...des who forbade a man to
PEPSIN
SYRUP
CO.
in
do miracles, because, as they said, "He 0
FISCAL CouRT—First Tuesday
119 Caldwell Bldg., Monticello, III,
WE ARE ALWAYS HERE-April and October.
followeth not us" ('—uke Ix, 49, WI. 9
Jealousy
and
of
the
tells
Monday
in
xii
6
COURT—First
Chapter
COUNTY
NEVER TAKE A VACATION
Miriam and Aaron, Moses' own
every month.
those men founded the Democratic envy of
---NEVER SICK---CANNOT
and only sister and brother, and of
party of the United States—those Miriam's leprosy and healing. The
DEMOCRATIC TICKE-I.
ABSCOND AND NEVER DIE
principals being embodied in certain Lord's reve'ation of Himself on behalf •
BeckW.
For U. S. Senator—J. C.
resolutions, and in a report,made by of Ills servant MuSea makes us think
ham.
James Madison to the Virginia leg- of Ian. xli, 12, 13: liv, 17, where there
islature, insisting upon a strict con- Is strong consolation for all who are
For Governor—S. W. Hager.
For Attorney \+eneral--- John K struction of the language of the fed- spoken against. See also Matt. v, 10.
Hendricks.
eral constitution respecting the pow- 12.
In the lesson of today concerning the
Superintendent
.
1
:
of
For State
ers granted to the general governthe spies and their
Schools—M. 0. Winfrey.
ment and those reserved to the sending forth of
the results it seems strange
report
and
For Commissioner of Agriculture states.
that Moses should send men to see
We act as Trustee, Executor,Administrator,
—J. W. Newman.
A Democrat then is a strict con- whether the land was good or bad and
Guardian, Committee, Curator, Assignee
For Lieutenant Gevernor--South structionist. That is his chief char- whether the people were strong or
Trimble.
acteristic. He believes in the doc- weak, few or many (verses 17-20), when
and in any other Fiduciary capacity; we also
For Auditor—H. M. Bosworth.
trine of state rights, or local self- God had said that He would drive out
sell, buy and rent REAL ESTATE for
For Secretary of state—Hubert government—that is, home rule—as their euentles and bring them unto a
(Ex.
honey
milk
and
with
flowing
land
Vreeland.
opposed to centralization and imperour customers
Lord
For Treasurer—Ruby Laffoon.
ialism. He believes in equality be- xxxili. 1-31. The word of the
have been sufficient for faith
For Clerk of Court of Appeals— fore the law and therefore opposes should
to rest upon and go forward, but where
John B. Chenaelr
the creation of vested rights or prer- was their faith, and where is ours
ogatives and private monopolies by when there Is neither sight nor feeling
legislation. He believes in taxation nor anything but just the word of
CITY TICKET.
revenue only, and therefore op— the Lord with everything seemingly
for
First Ward—E. H. Higgins.
poses
any and all taxes that foster against it. Consider our Lord's word
Second Ward—John B. Galbreath
Third Ward—M. H. Carroll
monopoly as our tariff laws do at to the ruler whose little girl bad just
Fourth Ward—Lucien H. Davis.
this time. He believes in the right died and also to Martha and Mary
buried,
Sixth Ward—Geo. E. Randle.
is guar- when Lazarus was dead and
Seventh Ward—E. H. Armstrong. of trial by jury as that right
"Said
I
believe,"
afraid,
only
"Be not
tied by the constitution, and is there
not unto thee thkt if thou wouldst befor opposed to government by in- neve thou eheuldst :cc" (Mark v, 36;
•
junction.
John xl, 40), and see how faith must
He believes in majority rule in rest upon fte simple word of God in
The dictionaries an 1 speakers define a Democrat as one who adheres every locality, but that a majority spite of all jrcwnstances.
1, 2. vItli :rxxii. 8, looks
Chapter
to a government by the people. But of the people in the whole country
if t..e sending of the
sig!:t
as
that k only a nominal definition— have the right to rule the minority at first
Lora and Moses, but
of
the
spies
was
one which explains only the meaning only so long as it rules in cenformisituation is in Dent. 1,
Mt(
to
the
key
of the term defined without indicat- ity with the compact expressed in
22, where —e hear MeFes saying, "Ye
ing anything more of the na- the constitution; whereby it is eame near unto Me. every one of you,
turo of the thing signified by agreed that a majority of the repre- and.said. We will rend men before us,
it than is implied by the term itself sentatives of the people in one and they shall search us out the land
to every body who understands its branch of congress, and a majority and bring us Nvord again by what way
meaning. It is equivalent to say- of senators representing sovereign we Ill'ast go up." It is therefore clear
ing that a Democrat is a Democrat. states in the other branch, shal that the thought of spies cal .e ,from
What is needed at this time is not make general laws Subject to a qual- the unhelle-ing people. Moses indorsed
sanctionen it in the
a nominal but a real meaning of the ified veto by the president, and to it, and the Lord
same way that He gave to Balaam
word—one which will explain the numerous restrictions imposed by permission to go because he insisted
nature of the thing d. fleet' by ref. the terms of the cont it utionAl coin- upon goin: and granted a king to Teere ice O ItS origitt
Luz y iii iLle t.
ruel hecaut they #woh 1,1 have One. Ile
A Democrat also associates him- 'lten
connection with American politics.
Pis headstrung, unbeSuch a deflnation would necessarily self with the political. party which, lieving pecole to have their own way,
relate back to the principles set from its .birth in 1798, has always when the: insist upon it. that they
forth by Thomas Jefferson and Jas. stood pledged to carry out its poli- may learn 4iy bitter experience how
Madison in in j798. and 1799, when cies in accordance with these gener- much betti .} His way would have been.
the- • went, and after forty days
eral principles. He opposes those
they retur: bringing with them a samWho seek to evade or milli y eensti- ple of the rult of the land and a matutional provisions hy stre:ching jority and minority report. All acand twisting such previ-iiins
knowledge.' that it was as the Lord
et. had said, a land flowing with milk
plying them to current
current judicial proceediegs. He is and honey'• (verse 27), but ten had
lit ie plainly distinguistothie irem1 been so tin •ressed with the sight of the
an Ochlocrat, on the one hand, a d \vaned vitt ; and the giants and their
54TH SESSION OPENS ON
own insle,- 'tleance that they Insisted
from an imperialist Oil
that Israel wflfl not able to go up and
SEPTEMBER 3RD.•
Fur ochlocracy is a foi in of (reveretab,. the land. Only two, Crieb anl
merit in which the multitude I tile Joshua of ,the tribes of Judah and
directly; whereas, in a Democracy Ephraim, Insistcd that they should go
are caused by Indigestion. If you eat a like ours, they govern through their up. for, the Lord bring with them, they
ITH full faculty of experienced teachers.
little tco much, or if you are subject to representatives. And imperialism had nothing to fear and were well able
Instruction thorough in each department.
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
to take the land (verse 30 and xiv, 6-9).
Training and influence unsurpassed. We dehad shortness of breath, rapid heart beats, —even such as the imperial DemThe ileeision of the Lord was that
ocracy of Athens— denies to its subheartburn or palpitaticn of the heart.
sire the patronage of parents who want th
Indigestion causes the stomach to jects the right of representation in the nation shouid wander in the wilbest advantages for their daughters. Address
derness forty years, a year for each
and —aweli. and puff up against the
and taxes them
body
its
legislative
d. This crowds the heart and inter(lay that they bad spent searching out
wires with its action, and in the course of without their consent: whereas our the lard, till all that generation had
time the heart becomes diseased.
Democracy, both in its origin and in fallen irk the wilderness, and that of
Edmund Harrison,
its continuing purpose, repudiated the ena.5.;0 men of, Israel (I, 46, 47) outHopkinsville, Ky
et,le the tribe of Levi none but Caleb
that system.
should
ever
enter
the
Perhaps 99 per cent of the people nod Joshea
sMaNNEMMIEINIIIMINOMMISMENNINNOMNIMENNININIM
of tais country honestly adhere to promised land (xiv, 26-3S). The good
land was only eleven days' journey
the theory of government by the
from Horeb, so for forty years from
people,and may, in that sense, be She time they left Egypt they were
digests what you eat, takes the strain off
of the heart, and contribetes nourishment, called Democrats. But many of always within eleven or twelve (lays'
strength and health to every organ of the them believe in ochlocracy, and journey of rest and peace and never
Effective April 13, 1905
body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia., Sour many • others believe in imperial entered It. Head carefully the Holy TIMCCARD
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous Democracy* In party nomenclature, Spirit's commeLtary
SOUTH
III
NORTH.
membranes litling the Stomach and Digessee
the
first
assurance
19-21,
In
xlv,
believe
in
those
who
tive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh however, only
No. 62 St. Louis Express.,.10:12 a m No. 51 St. Louis Express....6:18 p m
representative Democratic govern- that the earth shall be filled with the No. M St. Louis Fast.... .10:06 p m No. 63{St. Louis Fast Mail. 5:37 a yaf
ef the Stomach.
No. 93;Chicago and New
con- .elory of the Lord and note that it will No. 92 Chicago and New
iyeter eating. my food would distress me by makind ment, and adhere to the strict
be in connection with the forgiveness ef
Orleans Limited
m
Limited
a
11:60 p m
6.07
Orleans
py heart palpitate and I would oecorne very weak. struction of the constitution are
Israel as a nation. Compare Isa. xxvit 6. No. 66 Hopkinsville Accorn .8:66 p m Nc. 66 Hopkinsville,Accom.7:06 a m
rna!ly I got a bottle of Kodol and it gave me lmmr
Democrats.
Late reber After using a few bottles I am cured.
Some cannot see this plan of God, hi-'
Nos. 62 ard 64 connect at St. Lis for all points west.
MRS. LORING NICHOLS, Penn Van, N. T.
allomb4ht if they were ter.chab!o.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as far south as
hike stomach trouble and was In a bad state as
fhiph1r has sugge!;ted that In the two Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Pad hPart trouble with it. I took Kodol Dyspepsia
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
_men hearing the bunch of grapec-, (one
Ours for about tour months and it cured me.
Nos. 63 and 66 also connect
and all points north and east thereof
cinnati
cluter) upon a staT we :lee the
D. KAUBLII. Nevada. 0.
point!.
way
and
Memphis
of Scripture and Ps le.eei-cr promi-es. lor
For Infants and Children.
No. 92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers to p. Mutt
which the Old Testamelt writIrs beat
south ei Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
to us, but did net see :earlY IvUlle the
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon,Jacksonville, St. Augustine
Dollar aor:libaold.24,
Primared at tto Labt U..
Testament writers pee r.::(1 !• .- r‘r and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Convect*
'ew
ILA
sa
or•tor7 ot I
1i= c
its..
•0o., Chicago, II.15.•..
J C. HOOE, Agt,
ah..x) (the Inn.11 In froIl' and the 1:1.:n la Guthrie ft r points east and west.
r proof see I Pet.
hind the ;Treks).
10-12: Matt. sill, 16, 17.
14.1W ERA. BLD'G, 15 vv HST 7TH, ST.

illy

THE POINT
SOUGHT

FREE TEST

ASSETS.
Loans and Discounts
U. S. Bonds........
Other Stocks and Bonds
Banking House,}urniture
and Fixtures
.
Cash, Cash Items and Exchange

Capital Stock.
$ 76,000.00
Surplus
25,000.00
Tax Account
1,609.25
Circulation
75,000.00
Deposits
326.960.38
Due Banks
5,421 61
Dividends Unpaid including 4 per cent this day. 3,009.23
.1511,990.47
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier

•
••°

Planters Bank&
Trust
Co.
•
•

•
•
••••••••••••••••dree••••••••••••

W

P

Gray8bGates
Proprietors

Eclipse
Stable.

LIVERY,FEEL/ and BOARDING

Horses Bought and Sold.nc
East Ninth Street
Phones, Cumh.146, Home 1107

We will begin our Fall Term
Sept. 3rd, and those who are
contemplating taking a course
in Book-keeping, Shorthand,
Telegraphy, Typewriting or
Penmanship should enter on
said date in order to be classified.
Our night school will open on
same date.
Call or address

'or Hampton Foq, Manager.
Telephone 272
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Office over Frankel's Store. Cumb.
Phones—Office, 62; Residence 183
Home Phone, residence 1275.

,k14'
•

•

•••r.
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fs Good for One Vote
In the Piano Contest.
FOR

Stomach trouble is but a symptom of, and not
In itself a true disease. We think of Dyspepsia. PERSONS WITH FEDERAL JOBS
and Indigestion as real diseases, yet
ANOTwER ATT EMPT TO BLOW Heartburn,symptoms
only of a certain specific
they are
else.
NW'S( CONTRIBUTE.
sickness—nothing
Nerve
THRESHER.
UP A
It was this fact that first correctly led Dr. Shoop
in the creation of that now very popular Stomach
Remedy—Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Going direct
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that success
and favor to Dr. Shoop and his Restorative. Without that original and highly vital principle. no
lasting accomplishments were ever to be had. Assessment Is Made On The EmployJohn Fields is Pursued by Unknown such
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad
breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop's
es By the Republican Campaign
Party Who Tries to Destroy
Restorative—Tablets or Liquid—and see for yourself what it can and will do. We sell and cheer.
Committee.
fully recommend
His Machine,

Postmasters C rgareze.
The postmeeters of Christian
county bays orga'!i zed a league and
elected the.Sfollowing officers:
President, H. C. McGehee, Of
0racey ; vice president, G. H.
rork, eecretary
Wood, Sink in

An attempt was made last week to
destroy the • threshing machine ,of
John Fields of Oak Grove.
He has had his machine at the
farm of E. E. Winfree, at Glenellen,
in Montgomery county, about four
miles from Clarksville, and was
threshing wheat Wednesday when
four sticks of. dynamite capped for
explosion were discovered hidden in
bundles of wheat.
The thresher was damitged by dynamite earlier in the season Dr. J.
A. B. Wade's farm in South Christian at which time two negro men
were injured, the leg of one of them
being broken.

-

dab

JACKING THEM

'DYNAMITE IN WHEIIT1

THIS COUPOTi
Which ie Clipped from the
Kentucky New Era,

oar,Slip ammirl.1118,re.

Dr.Shoop's
ive
Restorat
ANDERSON & FOWLER.

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the sionature of
and has been made under Ms per..
sonal supervision since its infancy.
• -1-(
cc''.."4 Allow no one to deceive youin this.
"
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good"are but
Experiments that triae with aid endanger tho health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.. .

Col. Albert Scott, chairman of the
state Republican campaign committee, has just sent out to Federal
employes a second letter "jacking
them up" for not responding more
CastGria, is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
promptly to the $40 assessmeet regone, Drons and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
cently'made against them to carry
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
on the state campaign.
substance. Its ago is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
The assessment of Federal emand allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
ployes is a favorite method of ReColic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
publican campaign committee in
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
raising money. Pernicious political
Stomach and Dowels, giving' healthy and natural sleep.
activity is openly frowned upon
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend,
Washinton, but the Federal employes are quietly given to underALWAYS
stand that they.must "come across" CENUINE
if they expect to retain their posiBears the Signature of
tions.
The latest letter of Col. Scott,
which is the second of its kind to
the Federal employes, is as follows:
"Dear Sir: Your attention is most
earnestly called to. out' recent letter
requesting financial aid for the
present Kentucky campaign. Your
failure to respond is seriously embarrassing our work, and the committee appeals to you for prompt acCENAUR ZADPAPANY• TV MURRAYOTRIECT. MEV/ YORK Cr!,.
tion. Your contribution now will
be of much greater value to the
party than it would be later in the
campaign.
"We believe you have at heart Republican success in Kentucky, and
that you know something of the dif•
ficulty of making a fight against the
e
powerful Democratic machine now •
In control of the affairs,of that party
0
Will you not, therefore, gladly as- A
MAKER
fist us in maintaining Republican 0
principles, indorsing the present
splendid national administration,
and also assist in placing Kentucky
whete she ought to be—in the front
Special attention given to repairing of all kind3. •
ranks, of the great states.
Satisfaction guarantflei. Shop down stairs in •
"Awaiting an early and favorable
•
response. I am very respectfully, :Phoenix building, on Ninth St.
•
"Albert Scott, Chairman.'
0

What is CASTORM

Inc,,n m.rated)
Dr. Board to Help.

Because of his official duties and
the fact that he has agreed to take
the stump during the campaign, C.
C. McChord has decided that he will
mit be able to give as much attention to the office of chairman of the
Democratic speakers' committee as
he deems necessary and for that
reason Dr. Milton Beard, of Paducah, has been selected to assist him
Chronic Diarrhoea Relieved.
in that work. Senator McChord a ill
Mr. Edward E. Henry, with the continue as chairman of the comUnited States Express Co., Chicago. mittee, however, and Dr. Board will
writes, "Our General Superintend serve . only in Senator McChord's
ent Mr. Quick, handed me a bottle
ef Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and absence. Dr. Board was in LouisDiarrhoea Remedy some time ago to ville yesterday to take up the work.
check an attack on the old chronic --Louisvill? Coutier-Journal.
diarrhoea. I have used it since that
- time and cured many on our trains
weaknesses, disvarious
the
all
In
who have been sick. F am an old
soldier who served with Rutherford placements, prolapsus, inflatnmaB. Hayes and William McKinley Hon and debilitating, catarrhal
four years in the 23rd Ohio Regiment drains and in all cases of nervousand have no ailment except chronic
diarrhoea, which this remedy stops! ness and debility, Dr. Pierce's FaH. C. 1-1141LSLEY.
once." For sale Anderson-Fowler , vorite Prescription Is the most effiat
i Secretary and Treat-Wren
Drug Co.,(Incorporatd.)
cient remedy that can possibly be
ati11 treaeurer, H. C. lielsley,
used; It has to its credit hundreds
H ley's Mills.
C:Itret4 of thousands of cures—more 'in fact
he state league will meet in
than any other remedy put up for
,
AtkIP04
Alit• 1 At
sville Sept. 17, and H. C. Mcsale through druggists, especially
Ontiee and P. C.Sallee were appointfor woman's use. The ingredients of
Getting Along Nicely.
!
ed,delegates.
whicn "Favorite Prescription" is
:..•1111.••-•-•
composed have received the most
.sek. tE3 er•0rt.X .4fie..
,
Despatches to the mercantile positive endorsement from the leadAlW2YS
Have
BO
You
Kind
The
agencies' indicate that no serious ing medical writers on Materia Med.Be4rs tli5
lene)
contraction has occurred in any de- ica of all the several schools of prac-Ze441
of
partment of business, although the tice. All the ingredients are printad
customary summer duline&s in cer- in plain English on the wrapper enDon't Grumble
tain sections attracts more attention closing the bottle, so that any womaohe and you suffer
joints
your
when
the unpredented activity
from Rheumatism! Buy a bottle of because of
an making ose of this famous'mediBallard's Snow Lieiment and get in- preceding.
cine may know exactly what she is
0101100060•0•411•41111104110004M000041)060
stant relief. A positive cure for
patients
his
takes
Pierce
Dr.
taking.
rtieumatiton, hurna, cuts, contracted
Into his full confidence, which he
erruecles, sore ch ext. etc, Mr. I. T.
"Regular as the _Sun"
"10000000000000.11100041001V4**1110410C 40.
mercnant
at
prominent
afford to do as the formula after 0006060,00000001
a
can
Bogy,
Is an expression as old as the race.
iliow Point, Tex., says that he No doubt the rising and setting of which the "Favorite Prescription" •
d4 Ballard's Snow Liniment the the sun is the most regular perferm- is made will bear the most careful
sr all round linitneet that he ever ance in the universe,
it is the examination.
ed. Sold be L. A. Johneeit Co. actiou of the liver and bowels when
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are
regulated with Dr. King's New Life the best and safest laxative for womPiles get week and certain relief Pills. Guaranteed by Cook & Hig- en.
f in Dr. Shoop's •Magic Ointment. gins & Cook's Pharynney. 25c.
-- eaee note it is nutde alone for
P1104. and its action is positive, and
Keep the pores open and the 'skin
State Health Board.
c mete. itcbitog,, pai iimul. eettrud- clean when you have a cut, -burn,
For the next 20 Weeks, begiening July 30th, the following merchants will give a ticket with every
pilee
Cartrek
dieappeer
c.r blind
i
bruise or scratch. DeWitt's
10c
Cash Purchase, which you cm vote for the church, lodge, society or individual of your choice.
twit! by its use. I Sr ;t1 iekei- ea pped bolized Witch Hazel Salve penethe
by
made
Hone
were
Modifies'
The
one receiving the greatest number of adverti-ing votes gets the Piano Free.
by
quickly.
Si)141
ndergee. jars 50 cents.
trates the pores and heals
state boord of health in the rules
Drti Cre. I corperated. Sold by R. C Hardwick.
for testiog cows for tuberculosis,
and it is now provided that only the
ilf•NRIZZINE11113116111111MLIAII:j...a •
sows actually diseased shall be bested, and the whole herd shall not be
ROPER & LONG,
The Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.
quarantined.
Incorporated.
Hopkinsville - Steam - Bakery
The election of officers resulted as
Leaders in Toilzt Articles, Leather Goods and
Try a loaf of Whole Wheat Bread.pure, sweat and
Smokers' Supplies,
follows: Dr. J. M. Mathews of
nutritious. Full line confections. Ice cream in any
A State Fair ribbon Las the bac-lane I the, Commonwealth of
quantity deliyery to any part of the city. Cumb. Votes given with each 10c purchase at our FounKentucky. :Vs a tropty with a big vete, aside from the money
Louisville re-elected president for a
that accempanies it.
Phone 748-2. Home Phone 1143,
tain or Cigar Counter.
term of two years; Dr. J. N. McCormick, of this city, re-elected secM. D. KELLY
Lowest Pates by Rail and River!
retary for a term of four years. This
The Leading Jeweler and Optician
You Jus': Can't Alle:i t: Miss It!
makes the seventh consecutive time
Complete optieal department. Ma ees aspectalty
Fresh and Smoked T. H. Richardson
eo and bring e!) the follo and the atte 'dance will be swelled
that -Dr. McCormick has been chostesting and fitting the eyes. Consultation free. Call
to ilt3 mucix d5sired figure: a euarter millir in six great days.
en as secretary of the board. Prof.
Pruprieror
Meats of All Kinds.
and see our complete line of high grade Watches.
Felix C. Hertick of the Louisville " Ne. 8... north Main street.
Vir
St., opp. flute! Latham. Pnones 487 and 1316
See eta new grounde and new buildinle costing $275,000—steel
student
as
elected
was
school,
high
end concrete slraad s:and; mammoth eels Utica' barns; fastest trot.
GOLAY &
examiner of Kentucky to succeed
deg track ei tee wolidl
J. T. WALL & CO.,
Livery, Feed and Board Stable.
Prof. W. T. St. Clair who has left
Corner Virginia and Tenth stre is. Special at- Clothing,.Shoes, Hats,Furnishings
Trotting, facing, Ilenuine %wee Daily!
the state.
tention given to 4)oarding hors.-. Climb:Hand
A Com e k e Line of Children's Clu hing,
phone 38, Home phone 1287
;;:lerrea rennine Way !eta thousands of dollars,
An araeser.
Deafness Cannot be Cured
Shoes and Furnithings.
railed mil:
plan aeaer bele:a sttempted.
.1
..somiammarantaa..
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CASTORIA

The Kind You Hate Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
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Free,$500 Kimball Piano!
. •

•

Sealed Ballot Box at Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., Incorporated

r

More Than $25,000 in Prizes!

I The Virginia-St. Meat Market

6
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By level aopheatione 99 they cani)Lit ion of the
pi, di,
ear. There is only amt. way to cure
efiaftleee and that. is by enhAtittitifin, temedit,6. Dearness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous
lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube is inflamed you have
a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely closed,
deafness is the result, and unless the
inflammation can be taken out and
this tube restored to its normal condition, bearing will be destroyed for
I ever; nine cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
an inflamed condition of the mucous
surfaces.
We give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of deafness (caused by Catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh cure. Send for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO. Toledo, 0.
Sold byd ruggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation,.

F.
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FOR CHOICE MCA( S AM) SHORT
ORDELt SPELIALTI.:S
2nd then east of PostoTice
Ninth Street

S. B. HOOSER & CO.,
The Most Up-to-Date Millinery
Reduced prices on all lines during August. Call
and be convinced. No. 11, Elks Bldg

HOPKINSVILLE

•

LOUISVILLE

„..
f=4

PANTATORIUM

Suits sent for, cleaned, pressed and delivered. Ladies work a specialty. Suits made to order. Agents
for Globe Tailoring Co. and Edwin E. Strauss Co.,
tailor made clothes at less cost than ready maue.
We give votes on all cash paid in our business.
M. W. MERRITT, Proprietor.
Phone 166

•
•
WORK
• TIN AND PLUMBING only
we
the
good.
be
That's
to
ought
always
• know how to do it. For entire new jobs orway
repair
• work engage. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
•
HOPKINSVILLE LUMBER CO..
• Incorporated
Both Phones

Capt. Kaabensbue in his passenger-carrying airship—the marvel
of the century—with daily flights and exhibitions and a night ride
in th.-3 air guides by a search-light!
Balloon reces—the most exci'ing of aerial sports:; and a captive
balloon
Scauticeal acrahat:c aeZe ';zee Nut day!
And the world's greste:t living color page of amusement enterprises.
Pain's farnous Manhattan Beach fire work, and the gigantic
pyrotechnic spectacle, "Eruption of Vesuvius," actual reproduction
of the aw.ein5piring calamity of 1906, given nightly in the infield,
In front of the grand stand.
Three concerts daily by Natiello end his premier band of fifty
artists from the "Land of Musk."

41•6114•111111.
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Origlilal 4 t.1::atoriutii
ThE JOPIN AWAVON
t:OeiPANY
`Xi, will give one Vote with every 6c Admission
OPPOSI

KEACH FURNITURE CO.,

•
•
Furniture, - Carpets - and - Stoves •
Cash or Credit
Both Phones
Ninth St
leading dealers in

•
•
10 cents

will give one vote ler each
paid on subscriptions to the Daily
or Weekly New Era and on Job
Work or on advertising.

The New
Era

J. MILLER CLARK,
GROCERIES and PRODUCE
Specials —Heinz's Line, Swift's Prem. Breakfast
Bacon, Live and Dressed Poultry, fish and oysters
in season, Kitninerling Butter, Phones, Home 1121
Cumb 600. Cor. 6th and Vir. Sts.

T. M. JONES,

Diarrhoea Cured.
Wholesale and Retail Dreier in
R. E. Qualls Music Co.,
"My father has for years been
Platers
Piano
Kimball
Pianos
Staple - and - Fancy - Dry - Goods
troubled with diarrhoea, and, tried
and Play er Plano,
and Organs
Carpets, Oilcloths, Linoleums and Rugs
every means possible to effect a cure
Corner 7th and Vir Sts
Sold on easy payments.
without avail," writes John H. Zirkle of Philippi, W. Va. "He saw
Uraphophones, Gramophones and Phonogrophs
PLANTERS HARDWARE CO.,
Chamberlain's Colic, Colera and
on Easy Payments at
Diarrhoea Remedy advertised in the
I ncorporated )
(
.C. E. West,Jr.,Graphophone Store
Philippi Republican and decided to
HARNESS Every Record made by the Columbia, Edison
BUGGIES,
FINE CARRIAGES,
try it. The result is 1 bottle cured
and
COOK STOVES,
GUNS,
RANGES,
him and he has not suffered with
Victor people always in stock. Call andhear the
the disease for eighteen months. Belatest records. Phoenix Bldg., 9th St.
AMMUNITION, El C
fore taking this remedy he was a di
constant sufferer. He is now sound X
and well, and although sixty years MP
old, can do as much work as &young ,4111
man." Sold by Anderson - Fowler
Drug Co.,(Incorporated.)
w3e11••••••••••••••••
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•
•
•

•

Remember the Kentucky State Fair was crested by the Kentucky
Legislature and is given under the auspices of the Kentucky State
hoard of Agriculture.
Write for catalogue and illustrated descriptive book.
R. E. HUGHES. Secretary, Louisville.

Piano on Exhibition at J. T. Wall & Co's Store
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SHOT AT
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CLEVELAND COWHERD PROBABLY FATALLY WOUNDED.

-"•,AAL
.

"GOOD CITIZENSHIP" WAS BIS THEME r

•
kUNCH FOLK BOOM

ly Discusses

Dr. A. P. Lyon, Pastor of the nethodist Church, Vigorous
Civic Duties and Responsibilities.
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PROMINENT NASHVILLE CITIZENS
SIONIMMINMMIENNIO

INAUGURATE MOVEMENT.
st leng will these things existand heap
In his sermon at the Methodi
shame and calumny upon
church Sunday morning, Rev. A. P. further
homes.
our
Lyon's subject was "Good Citizen"It is the duty of every church
ship" and he took a rap at the pubPromoters Believe That It Will Spread
ng such a member and every good citizen to
permitti
for
y
generall
Shot
lie
Him,
Who
on,
Delmore Hutchins
Soon to All Parts of the
realize his personal responsibility
state of affairs as has existed from
and
ng
else
aside
lay
to
everythi
and
Claims He was Justifiable
then
Country
the raids of night riders, and
lawthis
in
that
great
demand
join
severely
classes
other
take
,At.
His
In
went on to
g lessness, not only in this especial
to task for the spread of gamblin
it is case, but in eyery way, be put down
and the leniency with which
and kept down. Persons have unviewed,.
The Nashville Tennessean says:
doubtedly kept silent in this matter
4th
the
was
text
Lyon's
Mr.
Rev.
"The Joseph W. Folk boom for
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
through a sense of fear, others
Phillipof
chapter
8th
the
verse of
president was launched in definite
Cleveland Cowherd, regarded as
, whatso- through an idea that individually form Friday afternoon by the formabrethren
,
"Finally
lam,
do nothing while still
one of the worst negro characters i n I
things are true, whatsoever they could
ever
tion of the Joseph W. Folk club,
probably
and
shot
was
the county.
whatsoever things others through a lack of interest. with a charter membership of twenhonest,
are
things
fatally wounded Saturday night at a
This is a deplorable state of the pubare just, whatsoever things are pure,
het_
w
festival near Longview. Delmore
he conscience and it is time that the
whatsoever things are lovely,
Hutchinson was the one who shot
be awakened and
soever things are of good report; if people should
him, the weapon used being a thirty
great need of the
the
Cut Prices on Summer Goods.
there be any virtue, and there be should rise to
bullet
the
and
pistol
calibre
eight
times.
any praise, think of these things."
entering the abdomen,
church
"Another great sin which is
The preaCher said: "The
Cowherd ran after being shot to
of law and order, threatening our ccuntry throughout
tor
conserva
a
is
the residence of Dr Austin Bell and ',
although it seems that the idea has its breadth and length is the spread
fell gasping on the front porch. Dr. ,
gone broadcast that the office and of gambling. In past years the
Bell attended him and lodged him
work of the church and pastor are gambler was a social outcast or what
for the night in his office building
preaching of funerals, solem- was known as a 'blackleg' but now
In the yard. He telephoned to Cow- for the
wedding ceremonies and a conditions have changed and gambHopkinsville, Ky.
herds mother, sister and othEr re- nizing of
Main Street.
the preacher shall get ling is countenanced in the mansions
where
place
,
would
them
of
none
latives but
the appointed time and say of the wealthiest citizens just the
come and take charge of the wound- up at
nice things and things to please the same as any other amusement. The
ed man, neither would any of the l
likes and dislikes of his hearers. But ladies have their progressive euchre.
negroes in the neighborhood render i
is all wrong and, instead, the parties at which handsome prizes
him any assistance. Finally Dr. I this
VIIIPS00411111049410.000.0(PAIPS•00010404000.0
should be a place where all are given and I glory in the law
Bell telephoned to Judge Breathitt church
•
wrong doing should be condemned passed in Texas which makes euchre
•
and upon his instructions hired a
*
,
T.
Cashier.
Tand)
W.
t.
Presiden
Long,
B.
E.
the
ng
upholdi
a
as
of
as
crime
playing
much
playing
spirit
where a
•
wagon and sent Cowherd to the and
good and the just should be cleated poker or shooting craps. Gambling
county poor house.
assistance possible should be is gambling, no matter whether a
Hutchinson claims that the shoot- and all
(;0V. .I05. W. FOLK.
given to those entrusted with the party of society swells play cards in
ing was justifiable in that Cowherd
governing of the community in in a millionaire's home or negro boys ty five prominent citizens and busihad . been making open threats
shoot craps in a back alley. Another ness men of Nashville. An informal •
we live.
Capital, $60,000.00
against him. Hutchinson is still at which
citgood
y night at the Duna
of
e
Thursda
principl
to
tes
dinner
largely
thing
basic
which
contribu
"The
made
had
large but at last reports
Surplus,$70,000.00
izen is the realization by each one of this spread of the gambling mania is can hotel was the first preliminary
no attempt to escape from the
personal responsibility in the mat- the slot machines which hold out step in the movement, and Friday • This Bank ranks among the first in the whole state of Kentucky
neighborhood where the shooting a
In proportion of surplus to capital.
ter of ferreting out crime and bring- the inducement of more cigars or afternoon the club was formally •
occurred.
ing the wrongdoers to justice and more glasses of soda water than the launclmed, with ex-Governor James
•,„, In SURPLUS There is STRENGTH
having punishment meted out to amount deposited in them really D. Porter as chairman and Robert
We invite your account as a safe depository for your funds.
them. Our laws are, in themselves, calls for. This creates within the L. Burch as secretary.
Deposit your valuable papers in our vault—safe from fire and
The boom is not destined to be
inoperative and our officers are help- minds of children especialiy, and
burglars.
•
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0
less unless the good citizens stand these form a large proportion of the limited in its scope to the city of
ee;
encourof
Tenness
state
their
the
or
e
by
and
Nashvill
s,
the
slot
of
these
them
machine
of
patrons
back
Farm
But Stay at Muldoon's Training
'agement and assistance hold up desire to get something for nothing on the contrary, the organization
Will Fix Him All Right.
, tneir hands and point out the way and when this is followed, perhaps has practically perfected plans to
to them. Public ' sentiment is the by card playing in social circles, the spread throughout the United States
news
24.—The
Aug.
NEW YORK,
factor which is really responsible appetite is created and other and the name of Gov. Folk as the Demothat Secretary of State Root was re- for the government of any country larger things are attempted. The cratic candidate for president. Gov.
cuperating from overwork and fan- or community and just so as this race course is another contributing Porter was authorized to'appoint an
gue at the farm of William Muldoon, sentiment is created just in that cause and one which is nationally executive cammittee, which. will in
near White Plrins, was no surprise manner will the conditions b
regarded and patronized and even turn formulate definite working
„
him
seen
have
who
friends
to his
Right here in our own section the manly sports, which afford innocent plane, select a press and publicity
- .
at
this summer.
Nothing Speaks Better of a Young Man
law has been violated and defied by amusement and enjoyment, have department and begin immediately
MulPerzons who have been at
*
the distribution of literature and dis- 4
the Night Riders who have commit- been debauched by the gamblers.
Than A
ere
tion—wh
doon's since Mr. Root joined the ted crimes which have brought
of
ion
informa
seminat
to
"This spirit has even spread
*Os
training squad there say that the shame and disgrace upon not .only such an extent that our churchises such knowledge is necessary—of 4.
secretary has the appearance of being this section but upon the entire state have become affected and by their their candidate.
run down,but that a short sojourn on in which we dwell. These outrages, holding of various entertainmews
"Without doubt the organization
farm will put him on his feet. Mr. in some instances, have been dia- for the purpose of raising funds of this boom for Folk has been careI"*
It stamps its owner as a young fellow of
Root keeps in touch with affairs and bolical in the extreme and it is high have caused the cause for which fully considered and prearranged. A.
I
hrains, ambitions, thrift and economy;in
with President Roosevelt who re- time that the churches and the good they labor to suffer. In many of The object of sundry secret meetings
.
.5
"t
as the possessor of the qualities that
cently visited him.
citizens band themselves together these entertainments an exorbitant here in Nashville and various constand for SUCCESS. We particularly
Muldoon, who used to he a champ- and by their united censure of such admission fee is charged or a ficti- ferences among those who are now 5'
1"
solicit the accounts of young men.
ion wrestler, has had many distin- deeds and their efforts toward the tious value is placed upon articles at the forefront of the movement is
.
`O
guished guests at his place.
apprehension of the guilty ones, put offered for sale and, while the people made sufficiently clear.
#
"Late last night the following tel- 4,
an end to these high-handed out- pay the price, at heart they grumble
are
and lose their faith in thesacredness grain was forwarded to all editors of 'U'i
rages. So long as these crimes
Democratic papers throughout the
permitted to go unpunished just so of the church itself."
Hopkiusville, Kentucky.
state of Tennessee: 'The Joseph W.
4.
af
Fotk club off' Tennessee has been
'
"
4
4
formally organized and its labors "
A.
-will not end until Tennessee in- 4,
Program of the Great Cole Bros. Show
structs its delegates to the next na-1-1-1--1-1-1tional convention for ,Folk for presi- S i'l--1-1-1-1
on Saturday. Sept. 5.
dent. You and all Democrats are
ited to join with Us. (Sielied)
'James D. Porter, Chairman.
"
from sho
10 3. ire—Star ting
FAIRIES, GNOMES AND GOBLINS AT WHOM HE HAD FIRED THREE
L. Burch, See'y.'"
"
'Robe
grounds of the stupendous street paSHOTS
SWAY
WILL HOLD
rade.
Declared of Sound Mind.
11 a., m.—Grand free outside open
Montgomery
air exhibition.
Holland's Opera House Will be Trans- ferrible Tragedy in
In the county court this morning
11:30 a. m.—Opening to doors to
,
the
of
On
Farm
Ky.,
County,
inquiry was held for the purpose
an
Wonder
of
Scene
a
-formed Into
annex A nd world's congress of cur
ning the mental status of
of
determi
Algin Thomas.
and Beauty.
osities.
Mrs. Annie McRae Mercer, who was
12:30 p. in.—Free inspection of ,
adjudged of unsound mind on JanBlue Ribbon Stables and Horse
MT. STERLING. Ky., Aug. 26.— uary 5, 1907, and who was later paTickets are on sale at Anderson &
Fair.
Fowler Drug Corneae.;for the But 1- Algin Thomas, a prominent farmer roled from the Western Kentucky
1 p. m.—Opening of doors to big
erfly Carnival which teinorrnw nigiit of Montgomery county, was shot Asylum for the Insane.
show.
After hearing the evidence subwill inaugurate the tali s,a..011 at and killed Sunday by Mrs. Katie
1:10 p. m. -Grand promenade conAbe
of
wife
-old
initted, the jury, which was comBrumet, the 19-year
Holland's Opera House. Ail
e'en by Prof. Chas. H. Tinney and
Bruinposed of Jas. A. Witty, W. T. Dori25, 35, and 50e; no exila charge lot Brumet, another farmer. The
band of 40 soloists.
eta were tenants of Thomas and the ty. G. W. Alexander, Geo. Gardner,
. reserved seats.
2 p. m.—Starting of afternoon perOver one hundred children take men had a disagreement. Sunday, F. W. Meacham and D. C. Armlurtnauce in big show.
g
part in the beautiful spectacle which while Brumet was away from home, strong, returned a verdict declarin
4p. m.-Vaudeville E nt-rtainment
mind
sound
three
be
of
to
Brumet
Mrs.
Mercer
at
shot
Mrs.
is the juvenile tidal teflon of Shake- Thomas
and concert in big tent and feeding
speare's Mid aummer Night's Dream tunes, one bullet grazing her head. end the record of the court was so
of animals.
made. The witnesses were Mrs. MerThe choruses are excellent and the She secured a revolver, firing at
4:30 p. m..- Visit to annex and cu- principal roles are all in competent Thomas five times, one bullet pierc- cer and Dr. A. Kenner.
Money makes possible nearly everything—this
eio department.
hands. The costumes are very ing the brain, killing him instantly.
Not
Injury
Serious.
€p. nu. - Open air concert Prof. handsome and striking and the
The young woman issabout to beis realized by its presence and absence. Put why
and band.
Tinney
'
of
enThe
result
as
a
and,
mother
lovely.
a
come
scenic effects are
Gilmer Bell, of Chicago, who is
6:30 p. m.—Free outside open air
lament the prosperity of others—start out for a fortertainment has been drilled by the shock, is in a critical condition. visiting relatives in this city, was
exibition.
Miss Pugh, of Memphis, and is Thomas was 75 years old and leaves the victim of an accident yesterday
tune of your own
&45p. m.—Opening of annex and given under the auspices of the a family. Mrs. Brumet is a native
in bathing near Taylor's bluff
while
congress of curiosities.
Daughters of the Confederacy for of Johnson county, and is highly re- where he was a member of a camp
an account with us today—any amount.
Open
7p. m.- Opening of doors to big the Confederate drinking fountain. spected.
of young people. He was sliding
show.
justified
today
jury
Then by steady, persistent saving and regular deposdown an improvised chute into the
corner's
The
7:15 p. m.—Promenade concert by
Mrs. Brumet on the grounds of self- river and his head struck the bottom
Professor Charles H. Tinney and
and what with the interest we pay, you will I
stream with considerable
the
of
defense.
ie
menager
in
band of 40 soloists
force His injury was attended to
presently have a substantial sum.
tent.
and
camp
the
as well as possible at
p. m.—Starting of evening perhe was brought home in order to
Two Engines and Several Cars Damformance of big show.
medical service. Dr. Blakey
receive
10 p. m.—Vaudeville entertainaged Near Dawson Springs.
him. The injury while
attended
ment and concert in big tent.
of a serious nature.
not
is
painful
There is but one price of admission
freight trains on the Illinois
Two
I
TULSA, I. T., Aug. 26.—Dock
Struck by Lightning.
to Cole Brothers' show and one big Central railway came together a
through
holder
the
.wife
his
aged
93
killed
takes
aged
Barnes,
ticket
show
Dawson
above
short distance
every department of the big show. Springs, Ky.. about noon Sunday. at their home, eight miles southeast
Lightning struck the barn of R.6
Those desiring reserved chairs or The engineer and firemen jumped of Tulsa, last night. .Three months Rick man near Casky Saturday aftergrand stand seats can purchase them and escaped injury. Both engines ago Barnes attempted to kill Rich- noon and set fire to it, the building
ulESIVG
P
13
Lewis, who had been paying at- together with its contents being enfrom the agents.
and several box cars were badly ard
tentions to his dau;hter, but was tirely consumed. The barn containdamaged and the track was blocked
.
sat 9V 0:2) 3511.
discharged after a preliminary hear- ed about twenty tons of baled hay,
the Kim] You Have Always Boo for several hours. The blame for the
No lett -3mpt has yet been made besides other things. The loss will
Bees the
, wreck has not yet been placed by ing.
&,fruature
to arrest the aged man.
amount will amount to about $1,000.
the railroad authorities.
1

New Ginghams,
New Percales,
New Carpets,

New Rugs and Matting,
New Oil (:/oth,
New linoleum.
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X illstory? I do not ask you if you ure l arm, gentle touch of a friend he placed vill give you that much for it now."
finger upon the weak spots of two With that Mr. Ackers lifted his foot
preaching Christ from a pulpit, but I
so
shining,
is
brothers' lives and said: "Here, you cud drove it through the canvas, sr.y•
ask whether your light
life
realize
daily
must change. Here, you must be puri- big, "Now, Hawkins, drop the 'old pie.
that men seeing your
it
Is
truth?
a
of
Here, you must be true to your lure and spend ,your IV and let
you
fied.
in
that God is
a spirit filled life which- preaches the nobler and better selves." Cannot we save some fun." So it is with all 111.111
gentleness of Jesue Christ wherever do tans toward those who come in con- who are living the easy life. Like the
yon go? The sailors of that Alexan- tact with us in life? Shall we hot prodigy Hawkins, their lives are dooamdrian corn ship believed in Paul, be- i:o:Ise to make it our first concern to ed to failure. So Is it with the Chriscause Paul's face, like Moses' face, p:ease our friends and try rather to tian life. We must battle with storm.
after he had been upon Mount Sinai, beoefit that'll? Shall we not be true to We must sacrifice. We must give up
By Rev.
was shining and radiating with the su- those who are about us by warning for Jesus, or else Jesus cannot save us
D.
D.
Clem or the mistakes of their past Ind bring us to the higher Christian
Talmage,
love of the Divine Teacher.
pernal
Witt
De
Frank
as Paul did with the sailors of life.
lives.
Bray* In Counsel.
St
But there is one more lesson I want
the Alexandrian corn ship when he
reason
another
still
was
there
But
this
hearkened
have
to draw from this Mediterranean shipLos Angeles, Cal., Aug.
said, "Sirs, ye should
this marvelous influ- unto me and not have loosed from wreck in reference to the Christian
exerted
Paul
why
the
upliftsermon the preacher shows
ence over the sailors of the Alexan- Crete and' to have gained this bans' life, and then I am done. Paul did
ing power and influence of a strong:
tir:an corn ship. He had a spirit filled
not any to those tossing, trembling
upright character upon the lives and life. Oh, yes! Every one who came and loss."
"One-half of this crew shall
seamen,
A Gospel to Live By.
• conduct of those with whom he may in touch with him realized that. But
if ye abide by the ship." He
saved
be
But there was still another reason
be associated. The text is Acts xxvii, he was also one who was faithful in
the minds and the did not say, "Three-fourths or five36, "Then they were all'of good cheer." *pointing out a man's past mistakes. why Paul captured
this crew
hearts of the sailors of this Alexan eighths or nine-tenths of
The prejudice against ministerial When the ship was tossing and tumthe ship."
by
abide
ye
if
be
saved
&inn corn ship. Paul was a man of shall
passengers formerly held by sailors bling about in the Mediterranean cy- gospel visions, but he was more thaa Ah, no! Some of the men and women
it:)oard ship was very bitter. Yet to- clone he practically said this: "I am that. He was a man of tine Christian would have grumbled had he said
•
ay in the scene of my text. we see a servant of the Lord Jesus Christ. I common sense. He knew that the re- that. They would have answered:
:'aul, the gospel missionary, overcom- tun a messenger of the Lord God Al- ligion which was not fitted for a prac- "Why are some of us saved and not
ing the prejudice of the crew. Amid the mighty. Men, last night one of God's tical, everyday, commonplace life was all?" But Paul said, "The angelic
Mediterranean euroclydon we see him angels came to me and said: 'Fear not, no religion at all. He believed in a messenger said to me, `Lo, God bath
winning their confidence to such an ex- Paul. Thou must be brought before gospel to die by, but he also believed given thee all them that sail with
tent that he becomes practically the Caesar, and, to, God bath given thee In a gospel to live by. He believed in thee." So I come to you today and
captain Instead of the captive. After all them4 that sail with thee.' Yes, we that practical gospel so firmly that he say: "Men and women and children,
weeks of tossing about upon a treach- are all oing to be saved, every one of tried to get the men to care for theE In the name of Jesus Christ you can
erous sea, with all bearings lost, the Us." Bit stop. How did Paul intro- physical bodies and to look after their all be tiaved through his blood if you
275 souls aboard turn to this little Jew duce tlis statement which had come physical strength.
I will only cling to the cross of Jesus
and beg his advice as to what they from God? He turned and pointed his
,...
Christ and live. Will you accept that
She
Is
a
mother.
for
instance,
Here,
i -- :-er..
it
should do. They say, "We .will obey Linger at those trembling sailors and has four of five children. Scarlet fe- I Invitation? Will you be saved by that
your orders; we will eat when you tell said: "Men, the reason you are in your ver, one of the most dreaded of all 2ross? All! Yea, a41! Will you beg'
us to eat and cast off our anchor ca- present plight is because you would nursery diseases, enters her home. First lieve God and accept him now?
bles when you tell us to cast them off." not heed my advice in the beginning. oue child conies down, then another
And, oh, if you will only believe this
"And when he had thus spoken he I told you not to loose from Crete. I and another and another., This mother and accept Christ, what a glorious
took bread and gave thanks to God in told you we would get into difficulty if Is
not strong at her best, but she is so time it will be when we are landed
presence of them all, and when ,he had you,did. But you wanted to hasten on
devoted to those children that she nev- upon the other shore! I suppose when
broken it he began to eat. Then were and get to Pheniee and spend the winer sleeps outside of the sickroom. She that great Alexandrian corn ship went
they all of good cheer, and they also ter there in sin and carousal. You bave
never undresses except to take her to pieces upon the island of Malta the
made one mistake. Now will you make
took some meat."
or even months she Inhabitants of that island were down
sailo upon the another?" And, my friend, yob and I bath. For weeks
-,. Now, why did tfiese sailors
is up night and day. Her hand must there upon the beach to help the strug' 'Mediterranean corn ship have such faith can never preach Jesus Christ aright
give the medicine. Her hand must gling men and women to land. Canin this evangelist? In the first place be- unless we are first brave enough to
cover up the invalids. The doctors and 'not you see them plunging into the
cause they realized that there was a su- point out to men the errors of their
t surf to drag the poor fellows out?
: the fri4p see her breaking down. When the time of our landing upon
pernatural power about this strange past life. We cannot teach natal- ttst
stop.
must
you
"Mother,
say:
They
man of God. -They could not analyze his come to Christ unless we, like'l'Ettr,'
You must take your rest. Other nurses the celestial shore comes, cannot you
men
warning
theologictell
in
not
power. They could
are first faithful
can sit up during the night. You will see our dear ones rushing into the
ally from whence it came. But they against the sinful acts of their bygone
break down." "No, no," she answers. i river of Death to drag us out? Oh.
felt its power just the same, as we can years..
"NO one must nurse my children but ' yes; they will come so near when the.
feel the thrill of the electric current as
It does not take very much grace to myself." After awhile she pulls her surges of death are rolling over us
soon as we place our fingers upon the go and compliment a man on his virlast baby through. Then she falls in that methinks their celestial hands
handles of an electric battery. And the tues and praise him when he is dofaint. They undress her and will almost touch our dying pillows.
man of the world does not have to ing right. But it takes lots of grit to a dead
to bed, but it is too late. 'The Aye, can you not see those hands
matriculate at a theological seminary put your finger upon the weaknesses put her
pulse flutters and stops. reaching out now? Can you not see
In order to learn the power of one who of a man's life and tell him when he poor weak
mother is dead. "She is a martyr them beckoning? Will you not acis in touch with God. As soon as such is doing wrong. It takes lots of grit The
the neighbors say. Is cept this invitation for that heavenly
a man conies in contact with a spirit for a Nathan to stand up and say to to her children,"
No, emphatically no. reunion awaiting us all? Yea, for all
filled life he realizes the supernatural King David, "Thou art a libertine and she a martyr?
she did not have any who will be saved through the atoning
influence. The more worldly the man a murderer." It takes lots of grit ghe died because
Other nurses could blood of Jesus Christ! Listen. Let
the more that spiritual influence will for the members of a privy council of common sense.
while she rested. me read: "And so it came to pass that
place
her
be made manifest to him. I was never King Solomon to say to the young nye taken
have taken her they escaped all safe to land." Famore impressed with this fact than prince Reboboam: "Thou art wrong. Dther nurses could
+44-4-+44-•-•4:4-e-f-e-•-•-•-.4-44-+++++
Now that she is ther, mother, brother, sister, child, is
when I read an incident in the life of 'Comply with the requests of the peo- ?lace while she ate.
lead no one else can take that moth- that to be the record of your family's
We want five-hundred "ALMO"
the great French surgeon Dupuytren.
ple and they will serve thee." And er's place. Women, beware! Paul is celestial advent?
'
Jingle verses for our "ALMO"
Dr. Dupuytren was the greatest Pa- when they said it they knew that their
. 1907, by Louie Klopschl
[Copyright
health.
your
after
look
you
bidding
he
risian surgeon of his time, but
Jingle Book, and we want them
advice would cost them their official
little while in
was an ungodly man. He hated the positions. It takes lots of grit for a Better join Paul for a
ten dollars each for the ones that we use.
pay
will
We
now.
Alexandrian corn ship
• cri_slewrrSIllealf,'
church with an intense hatred. Be- young preacher like Henry Ward :he cabin of that
"ALMO" means a fine complexion. A few drops of "ALMO" put
and look after your
bread
your
sides that, he was one of those brusque, Beecher to be at the head of a church uad eat
into the washbowl eyery day will
children need
A few Drops of "ALMO"
cruel, unfeeling men who have no sym- in Indianapolis, where most of its Aysical strength. Your
work w mders with your complexmore
the washbowl now and
even
In
come
to
years
the
THE
in
you
AN
LUNGS
pathy with pain. The knife to him members are antagonistic to the aboliion in a few days. Treats the
then,
skin while you wash. Opens and
was the remedy for all ills. As long tionist movement, and stand up and tan they need you now.
a fine complexion.
Means
called
Here is a young minister just
purifies every pore. Cleanses and
WITH
as his knife could cure he cared not ley a whole community and say,"The
you look young again.
Makes
Is
conskin.
very
the
beautifies. Refines
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that he
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physical anguish. Surgery was to him grit for a yomung clerk, when he is scientious man and believes
that comes to
FREE! If you have never used `ALMO" we will send you a
a business. The spiritual development asked to do something dishonest, to must do all the work
rich and
full size dollar bottle FREE upon receipt of this advertisement and
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Price
ing. But one day there came into his not do it, because it is wrong." It the poor alike. He wo‘ks
lars about"ALMO" Jingle Verses.
He goes
50c & $1.00
OCHS and
office an old, gray haired, gentle, beau- takes lots of grit for a young girl who the night over his sermons.
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Curing the Priest.
SOUVENIR FREE
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Colic,Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy
Almost every family has need of
a reliable remedy for colic or diarrhea
at some time during the year.
This remedy is recommended by
dealers who have sold it for many
years 'znd know its value.

It has received thousands of testimonials from grateful people.

It has been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory results.

It has often saved life before medicine could have been sent for or a
physician summoned.

ooto

fr

It only costs a quarter. Can you
afford to risk so much for so little?

BUY IT NOW
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Dr. King's
New Discovery
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Liebig COMPAM"S
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The South Kentucky
Buildind St Loan
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The II. JI.6tief Jewell Co.

Because

Because

Illinois Central Railroad
26th, 1907

H. C. Gant, - Pres.
J.E.McPherson, Sec.

DrG.P. Isbel,

1

MeKillip Veterinary
Chicago, Ill.
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CLEVELAND COWHERD REFUSES large yards on .South Main street, KENTUCKY WILL REMAIN IN TI-JE
DEMOCRATIC COLumN.,
w'hich are conspicuous for their,
TO UNDERGO OPERATION.
dense dark green foliage and majestic appearance.
PITTSBURG, Aug. 28. Gen.
About two weeks ago their leaves
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Capt. Wood Dead.
owers, has made the issue of assasMr. Thos. Neal Wood a 'wellsination more or less .paramount, known conductor of Louisville tic
.
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and the Republicans will suffer on Nashville railroad died Monday at
that account. Mr. Taylor offers to Wales Station, Tenn., at the ae of
Those who have stomach tr uble, I appear and submit to trial if he is 83 years. The remains we taken to
give I allowed a ;political jury; but that
no matter how slight, shou
every possible help to the igestive , does not Mend the matter' in the Nashville and conveyed to his resiElopers
dence, 607 Olympic street. Funeral
be the 1
organs, so that the food m
Married.
digested with the least e ()rt. This i slightest,
services were conducted by Rev. J.
EARLINGTON, Ky., Aug. 28— may be done by taking'
e something "As a practical politician the* Re- A Jackson, followed by interment a
pro- publican party is superb north of
Mr. Harry Crenshaw, aged 21, and that contains natural ci gesti
AO. Olivet.
Miss Mollie Sp urlin, aged 17 years, perties—something li e Kodol For the Ohio river, but when it crosses i
pepsia. Kodol
Dy
Indigestion
and
eloped to Nashville Sunday night, Is a preparation of vegetable acids that stream it leaves all its sagacity ; LOST—A lemon and white settar
where they were quietly uniteil in and contains the very same juices behind. If the South ever turns Re- : dog about 18 months old. Reward
stomach. It di- publican it must be accomplished by 1 for return to C. A. Brackrogge.
marriage. The bride, although com- found in a healt
ing to this city from her home in gests what you at. Sold by R. C. the arguments and persuasion of!
d6tw2t.
Hardwick.
North Christian a short time since,
is well and .favorably known, and
has numerous friends. The grown
is the son °LC. S. Crenshaw, maimger of the Potter Installtneat Co.'s
store, and Is employed iii the store
managed by Lis fattier.
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To Marry
In Louisville.
ROCKPORT, Ky., Aug. 28.--M' s
Nettie K. Monroe, of this city, 'ill
F.
1.):3 married to Mr. George
of Hopkinsville, Ky., at the
Seelhaen Hotel in Louisvil Thurs.
d iy. Immediately after -th. ceremtwily .t he bridal party w 11 leave for
Cincinnati ,and other points on a
w.-ddiow tour. Miss imam° is the
daughter of Mrs. ora Monroe, of
this city. Mr. J nes is connected
with the -Milo Central Railroad
coin._ any.
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Early Fall rays
for Children

•

.Had Son Here.
•

N the series of Rings Over 600 Arenic Stars Appear.
EMARKABLE ARRAY
OF THE GREATEST
ANIMAL ACTS/

ollection 31 Rare Animals Most Lip
sive in the World
s4IJ
NUSUALLY FUNNY CLOWNS, DARING ACROBATS, THRILLING
MID-AIR PERFORMERS

tree! PIA,rade a Magnificent Disphri ome
Golden Blaze of Beauty.

The wensboro Messenger says:'
Mr. . B. Wat.sen, died at the reside e of his son-in-law, Mr. •Frank
tterjohn, 516 Da,viess Ftreet pt 8
'clock last night. Death followed
the second stroke of paralysis received Sunday night.
Mr. Watson was born in paviess
county4sixty-six years ago ad was
one of its best known and inost respected citizens:' --Fur several years
lig;igeti its a commercial
!se was
traveler but iil health )(need him to
give up any,fixed oecapation. He
is survived by six 'children, four
gills and two boys. They are Miss
i)ell Watson, Mrs. Frank KatterJohn, Mrs. W. P. Howard, of Atlanta, Ga., Mrs. W. 0. Jones of
Owensboro; Mr. W. F. Watson of
1-10pkinsviile and nobt. Watson of
Nu eh ols.

As an earnest of what our Knoxville
connection will do for the Ready Made Department, we throw out a Child's Fine Light
Woolen Venetian Reefer—lace trimmed==
blueor red---to fit little gir/s 3 to 6 years.
Worth $2.50 anywhere, here vs long as 50
lasts for

Sc

CLEV.i.LAND ILL.
--r

PRINCETON, N. C., Aug. 28—
Fofsuer President Grover Cleveland
was unable today to leave for his
summer home. His cond:tion is improved, but still alarms his family.

A few Black Taffeta Silk ones at $1.50

Tennessee Farm For Sale.
•

247 acre farm located, one mile
(ruin railroad town and 173 miles
from court Fquare, *Memphis. ITO
itcres,open land, balance in woods,
.2 tenant houses, corn crib, stable
and g- ;iirtlen. Surrounded by good
'farms and within driving dis'ance
of Memphis which furnishes a fine
market for all farm products. . Price
only VA per acre, 34 cash, balance
0
, 1-2-3 years. McMath &Johnston, 71
.I Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.- wg
1°

See the Superb 400 Dapple Grey Horses u
ly Chaperone the Big Frec Sired Paean!.

J. II. A derson & Co.

Realm! Seals at Anderson & 'Fowler
Drug Co , Jncorpord, On Day of Exhibition, Sept

•

